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PETITION

of the

FOURTH ATTD FIRST rATIONAL BANK OF

NAT-IVILLE

To the

Federal Reserve Rpnk of Atlanta, Geo/T*1a.

For a Refund of Excess Interest Interest Charged Against and Paid
by the Fourth and First national Rank on carrying

Liberty Bonds, the Account of Excess Charge
Being Arproximately V335,000.00.

To the Honorable Governor, chairman and Board of

Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of

Atlanta, Georgia:

Your petitioner, the Fourth and First "ational

Bank of Nashville, comes and respectfully submits

that the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta is indebted

to it in the sum of approximately two hundred and

thirty-five thousand (3335,000.00) dollars on account

of overcharges of interest made by the Federal Re-

serve Bank against the Fourth and First National

Bank on account of carrying United states Bonds.

As soon as the Board determines the basis upo
n

which it will allow this claim the exact figures wil
l

be submitted for verification.
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The Fourth and First National Bank claims that

the Federal Reserve Bank charged it a total of ab
out

3'235,000.00 excess interest on account of carryin
g

Liberty Bonds over and above the rate wt which
 it

agreed to charge thereon.

The United states declared war arrninst Ger
many

on Anril 6, 1917.

The people of the United States are a pe
ace-loving

people and official United states se
emed to have de-

termined that this country should not
 get into the

war. Its army was insignificant as compared
 with

other large nations and it had made
 no preparations

for either o-rfensive or defensive warfare. There

were no supplies, no munitions, 
no arms, so that when

war was declared Nmerica was wholl
y unprepared to

meet its demands.

The American people had becoNe gre
atly in-

flamed at the actions of Germany in
 sinking the Lust-

tania, in using submarines to att
ack hospital ships

and non-combatant vessels and
 by Germanys declaration

that she had determined to conti
nue the submarine

warfare, 90 that when war was decla
red the American

people were in the frame of min
d to enter it with their

whole resources, both of men a
nd money.

The marrnitude of the conflict wa
s such that it

soon became evident not only to t
he people but to the
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Government officials that all the financial resources
of the country would be demanded to enable America
to do her full part.

The funds in the hands of the Govornment were
wholly insufficient to meet the enormous expendi—
tures which were immediately called for and it was
evident that the money to carry on the war would
have to be raised by the issuance and sale of novern—
ment bonds.

prior to the war the people of the united states
were not bond buyers and the banks were not bond buyers.

It was very rare that a Government bond was offered

ns collateral security by customers and the banks carried
practically only what was necessary for their circulation.

consequently when war was declared and United

States Bonds had to be sold not only by millions but
by billions and tens of billions of dollars, both the

people and the banks had to be educated and induced
to buy them.

II

The first Liberty Loan issue was offered Yay 14.
1917, at 3t- per cent to the amount of Two Billion
(2,000,000,000.00) Dollars. This was by far the
largest loan ever offered up to that time by tie
Government. nney was worth much more. It was
manifest that the banks could not buy these bonds

in large quantities and carry them from their own

resources.
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In the beginning of the campaign for placing the
Liberty Bonds there was held in Nashville a meeting
of the bank officials of Middle Tennessee to hear the
Secretary of the Treasury, Hon. W. G. McAdoo.

Mr. McAdoo urged upon the banks the desirability
of the investments and the importance of their as-
sistance, pointing out how such securities could be
carried by the banks rith the Federal Reserve Bank
at no loss to the banks.

On April 19, 1917, the Governor of the Federal
Reserve Bank issued a circular to all the brnks re-
questing information as to how much of the proposed
war bond issue each bank would take and 1-ow much they
estimated their customers would take.

To this the Fourth and First replied on Arril 20,

1917, that if the initial issue was One Pillion n,000,-

000,000.00) Dollars, it might take Three Pundred
(1300,000.00) Thousand Dollars, and its customers
might take One Hundred Thousand (1100,000.00) Dollars.
If the initial issue was Three Billion it might take

Five Hundred Thousand and its customers One Hundred
Thousand.

Upon the assurance that the bonds could be car-

ried with the Federal Reserve Bank without loss to

the bank, the Fourth and First subscribed for One

Million One Hundred Thousand (1,000,000.00) Dollars,

more than double the amount it proposed to take.

These were carried with the Federal Reserve

Bank to the full amount requested by the Fourth and
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First !rational Bank at the bond rate and continued
to be carried at the bond rate as long as the Four
and First desired.

III

The Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board
for the year 1919.

The condition of the country with reference to
subscribing for the several bond issues and the in-
ability of the banks to purchase and carry them and

the attitude of the Federal Reserve Bank with re-
spect to carrying them without loss, is fully shown

by a report of the Federal Peserve Board dated -ash-

ington, rebruary 2, 1920, being the sixth Annual

Report of the Federal Reserve Board for the Calen-

der year ending December 31, 1919, from which we

quote as follows:

Page 1 says:

"To the extent, however, that what was ac-

complished in saving fell short of actual require-

ment there was a margin of bonds that could not

be paid for immediately out of savings and Which

it became necessary for the banks to carry dither

directly or indirectly through loans to purchasdrs.

This expansion of bank loans must be kept in

mind in order to understand the situation.

Failure to understand it leads to the im—
pression held by many that Liberty Bonds could

all have been sold to investors had they borne a

high rate of interest. No rate ritbin reason
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could have accomplished this as the investment
funds to absorb those enormous issues in their

entirety simply did not exist.

"In order that the member banks qlight carry
the burden of undigested Government securities
they were obliged to re-discount to the Federal
Reserve Banks, and in order that such re-dis-

counting should not involve them in heavy loss

it was essential that the re-discounting rate

should be related to the bond rate.

"Distribution of the certificates hns been ef-

fected through the redpral Reserve TInnks with

the co-operation of the member banks, a vast or-

ganization which cannot be duplicated, the mem-

ber banks buying the certificates in the first in-

stance and then gralually selling them to their

customers.

"This could not have been accomplished if

member banks had not had the assurance that

their investments in certificates could, i neces-

sary, be carried in Federal Reserve Banks wit
h-

out loss. In making rates for rediscounting

loans on Government securities, the policy wa
s to

avoid loss to the banks, which were necessarily

the distributing media."

your chairman, Mr. Joseph A. cCord, in his

Annual report published in the early part o
f 1920

on p. 10, says:

"In view of the fact that the commerbial

banks were called upon to make up a full quota

of the district in the sale of Liberty Bonds,
 Vic-

tory Notes and U.1. Treasury Certificates of 
In-

debtedness, this naturally encrouched upon their
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resources for the handling of their commercialbusiness. It was, therefore, necesTary in many
instances for the Commercial Banks to use the
bonds, notes and. certificates issued by the Gov-
ernment and 'ourchased by the banks to build
up their available resources for the handling oftheir commercia business. This brought aboutthe unavoidable result of the banks showing in
their statements of condition more rediscotnts
and bills payable than 70u1d otherwise have ex-
isted."

Again cluotinp; from the report of the Federal Re-serve Bank for the year 1919, p. 60, appears the fol-lowing:

"As has already been pointed out the FederalReserve Banks became great bond distributing
organizations; firms and corporation large andsmall, men an women in every walk of life were
urged to subscribe for bonds and the credit facil-
ities of the Federal Reserve Banks were placed
at the disposal cf member and non-member banIcs
In order that they might land freely on bondsfor which the subscribers were unable to pay.
The public was urged to borrow and buy and it
was found after the close of the Victory Loan in
ray, 1919, that more than twenty million sub-
scriTtions had been received in response to this
appeal."
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Fourth and First National Bank's Subscription
for Liberty Bonds.

Every member of this Board and every bank's,
remembers most vividly what a tremendous propa,

ganda was nut on by the United States Treasury and

by the Federal Reserve Banks, urging both the public
and the banks to subscribe for Liberty Bonds.

Every sort of assurance and entreaty was em-

i)loyed.

The Fourth and First National Bank responded

in a manner indicated by the following figures:

First Liberty Loan-

Your total subscription in Tennessee47,842,000,00

of which amount the Fourth and
First National Bank took........ 1,100,000.00

was one-seventh.

Second Liberty Loan-
.

Your total subscription in Ten-
nessee .. 35,785,000.00

Of Which amount the Fourth and
First National Dank took ..  2,600,000.00

Which was ono-sixth.

Third Libe?ty Loan-

Your total subscri)tion in Ten,*
nessee  22 786,000.00

Of which amount the Fourth and
First National Bank took   3,600,000.00

7hich was one-sixth.
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Fourth Liberty Loan

-9-.

.1.1.1•11

YOUX total subscrition in Ten-
nessee   37 585,000.00

Of which amount the Fourth and
First National Bank took 7,111,000.00

hich was one-fifth.

Fifth Liberty Loan --

Your total subscription in Ten,-
nessee ***** •• ********* 060•0*

Of which amount the Fourth end
First National Bank toick

Total sdrcription in Tennessee ..
Total amoOnt subscribed and paid
for by the Fourth and First
National.Bank . ******  ***

Vhich was one-sixth.
Total U. S. Treasury Certificates

subscribed by the Fourth and
First National Bank  

Grand total of securities boup;ht
from and paid for to the Govern-
ment. 
Being equal to thirty times

capital of the bank.

V

'0117
•41 4J0 550,000.00

• • 20001000.00
.107;5471000.00

16,410,000.00

16,200,000.00

32,610,000.00

Liberty Bonds Declined and the Public -7as Urged to Puy
More Bonds to Average Down the Price.

In the spring of 1920 the Federal Reserve Board
at Atlanta sent the Fourth and First National Bank
with the request that it be inserted as an advertise-
ment the following, with which request the Fourth
and First National Rank complied:
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"AVERAGE YOUR LIBERTY BONDS"

"-lhen an experienced investor finds some of
his favorite securities selling below what he first
bought them for, does he sell the lot and turn to
something else?.

"Not at all. He buys as many more as he
can at the lower price,"in Order to average the
cost."

"He does this, bc:cause he always desires the
book value of his securities to be close to the
actual market values, so that if forced to -oil
any time, his loss, if any, -All be small.

"The present prices of all issues of Liberty
Bonds offer the most favorable opportunity for
averaging cost. A hundred dollars worth bought
at pax, another hundred bought at 91. end you
have to bonds costing only (;05,50 each. Long
before maturity date you will be able to sell
either or both at a profit.

"P,ITY

at

This is what the Fourth and First National Bank
did in April, 1919, purchasing in the open market
,;ei l000loon.00 in order to average down the price on
the bonds which it had subscribed for d; 'yam from
the Government and Which had declined to 95 cents, and
continued to decline until they went down to 81 and
82 cents.
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VI

Correspondence Between Federal Reserve Bank and
Fourth and First National Dank.

The correspondence that passed between the two
banks reflects the understanding and agreement be—
tween them with regard to the basis upon which the
Federal Reserve Bank would carry these Govrnmentsecurities for the Fourth and First National Bank,

On September 281 1918, you sent out a circular by
the'mreasury Certificate Committee, in which it m..E!stated:

"A majority of the banks in this dis-frict have
net subscribed to any issue."

On October 14, 1018, the Federal Reserve flank
sent us a telegram saying:

"To relieve you of apprehension concerning
your ability to finance subscrictions, we assure
you we will discount your notes secured by the
Fourth Loan Bonds at 4 per cent, if your rate to
your customers. does not exceed 4 per cent."

On November 15, 1918, you sent out a ci:ecular
using expressions as follows:

"Your Government needs the credit accom—
modation," etc,

On November 29, 1918, we wrote you stating that
we had something like 6,000,000.00 of bonds yet to
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settle for, for, and that it would, therefore, be necessary
for us to borrow still further from you, and to this
you answered under date of December 2, 1918, as fol-
flors:

1 7hile the War is nractically over, yet it is
goinE; to be necessary to float another issue of
Liberty. Bonds, necessitating the issue of these
Treasury Certificates, and we sincerely hooe that
we can count on your splendid institution to aid
us in this difficulty, and it is to be hoped that
the Government can continue to count on your bank
to aid in the matter of financing for some time
to come, as it is going to be absolutely neces-
sary," etc., etc. "having had years of experience,
of course, I un(Throtand what this means to your
bank," etc.

On January 23, 1919, you say:

"If we could jet even minimum sT)scril?tions
from all of the banks, we would reach our quota
with but little difficulty."

On January 29, 1919, we answered you in these
words:

"This Bank alone has up'to the )resent time
subscribed and said for ',11,135,000.00 of these
Treasury Certificates, and I have the feeling that
this is quite as much as should be expected of us.
7e have taken 7,1.,000,000.00 of every issue that
has been -oresented,"

On February 8th, 1919, we wrote, indicating a hesi-
tancy in going any further.
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On 701:Jruclry 10, 1010. 70 roceiveC. a communiccItion
reL_Jing as fo11o7T:

nAlthoull T7e cane ner to re dung our
cllota of subscriptions to the ciries of
TTeasury Certificates . the burden
continued to he oexried by a relatively small
number of banks. To those 7ho aTe 7iving,
to this SnpecA an inteIlient rnd faithful
consifloration, we are very grcefui," etc.

In Anril, 1910, vie purchased G,000,000.00 Liberty
7onc in tho o7en market to avoTaF:e

In ray, 1910, we took 2,000,000.00 of Victory
Pon0s, doing Co oft the firet of the month.

On nay, 10# 1910# you tolermphed, asking un to
subscribe to '50,000#00 more it it ms found neces-
sary that we do so to enable you to complete your
quota and we immediately oommumicated our approwl.

On May 12, 1019, vie received a lott3r fron you
containing the folloi.lingl

"72co.resinz my tftans for this further evi-
doncc.of your patriotic donire to maintain the
xenutation of the Sixth Federal 1M2rve Die-
trict.o etc.

On nay 14th, 1019, you 7roto, mtking refnrence
to our pux7chaIe of Liberty onflo in tbc, oprJr1 Iwzkett
ankinr our opinion of Jection 4 of the 7eeral no-
cervo
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On May 15, 1919, we answered, expressing surprise
and disappointment, to which you replied, under date
of May 20, 1919:

"I wish you to understand that we have no
objection whatever, nor any criticism to make,
with rep-bard to carrying for your fIsmk 'Iovern-
ment securities. We are all aware that you
subscribecl very liberally in all campaigns,
and we are perfectly willing to carry these
securities for you as long as you see fit to
offer them to us. You have done nothing
whatever to disappoint us - on the contrary,
you have done much to please us, and, there-
fore, I very much regret that you fed as
you do in the matter."

On June 28, 1919, you wrote the Fourth and First
as follows:

NT not only request you to subscribe larrrely
to these offerings, but urge you to do so,
and wish to add that the ,17.1dera1 Reserve Bank
will take the greatest pleasure in standing
back of you in carrying these oblitions for
your bank,”

Tow, gentlemen, could anythinp7 be plainer or
more assuring, and could we possible have retained
doubt? Yet, in July following, Mr. Paul m, warburg,
and other New York interests, began al agitation
for the liquidation of loans secured by Govern-.
ment Fonds, and on the 18th day of July we received
a letter from you asking for the liquidation of loans
secured by bonds bought, and this notwithstanding
your declaration made in your letter of TApy 20th,
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stating that you vere,"perfectly willin to carry
these securities for you as long as you may see fit
to offer them to us."

On tilay 21, 1919, we answered at length.

on July 23, 1919, you answered, saying:

"Taking everything into considnration, ho
ever, and the request that we have from time
to time made of you in subscribing to bonds
and Treasury Certificates, we do not ask that you
bring your indebtedness down within a short time.
Permit us to sugTest that you gradually reduce
your indebtedness — say, about one—half million
a month,"

We reduced the loan 5,on0,0oo.c0 immediately.
rr. ebb went to Atlanta for conference and reported
in writing to Mr. Caldnell on his return that your
officials stated "that we must under no circumstances
detline to handle the commercial business for our
customers."

On July 30, 1919, this was confimed in your letter,
as follows:

"In orler to confirm what I told Yr. 'ebb,
I may say that we agreed to assist your T!ank
in whatever re—discounts that are necessary to
handle the Frain and other com-nercial business
of your section, in order for your Bank to take
care of the situation with your customers."

The Government and Federal Reserve Banks havinc,
discontinued their efforts, Government Bonds declined
and so continued, making it impossible to sell except
at a great loss.
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On August 9, 1919, you wrote concerning, correspond—
ence with regard to raising rates, end you spy:

0You must admit that it is necessery for the
member banks to bring about some lieuidation of
their loans, especially those who are borrowing
so heavily from the Federal RP-serve Rank. As
to how this should be done is the question. I
agree with you that it rould be quite hard upon
the banks if ve increese our Tate in order to

force a lieuidation. It may be that this will be
neceseary, but as I rrote you in a former letter,

and as stated by Mr. vearburg in his address,
this seems to be the TrevailinE thcught of those

who have expressed themselves upon this matter,

nit appears to me that the next six months

will be pobebly the most critical period of the

existence of the Federal Reserve System, and it

behooves member banks to bring about some kind

of liquidatiun. I hardly think this liquida—

tion can take place through the sale of Liberty

Bonds, for the reason that the price has not ad—

vanced sufficiently to enable the benks to et

out without a loss.

on August 18, 1918, in acknowledging receipt of the

pamphlet from Fourth and First pnnk, you quoted from

United states Investor on the subject of ilCutting

down the inflation, and you wrote:

"Then the Fourth Liberty Loan wes offered

by the Government, everybody was encouraged

to borrow, so as to be able to buy L177)erty

Rorretes were assured that for at least a year

they could count on being cried hy the minks

on such loans. The Ranks were able to make this
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pledge, by an understpnding with the Federal
Reserve lank, that it v-ould rediscount such
loans 7:ith proper liberality as to rtes and for
at least a year. To raise the rate now, and
crowd those who are borrowing on such security,
would be a distinctly improper thing for the
Fed-ral Reserve p7.nks to do, in t'-,e light of this
un,lerstandinF."

Nothing further was sPid with rer-nrd to nutting
down tbc loans. So, on December 4, 1919, we wrote
ns follors:

sent you in, the other day, P subscrip-
tion for '71,000,000.00 Treasury Certificetes. It
appeared that re might have a falling off in corn,
mercial demnnd for funds. :t now looks differ-
ently, and thnt we might have to call on you to
carry this through. If, therefore, you would
prefer r.t to do thirl, then please be PO kind as
tc crncel t'te.vtid sUbsrition, and oblige."

On December 1919, you answered, writing:

s/ /1P.V"P your Iptter of December 4th, and
note your remark; reRarding your subscription
for *-1,000,000.00, TT. S. Treasury Certificetes
of Indeptednesg.

sror your own irtformation, I ay say that
it is my °pillion, ctince you mid for the Certifi-
cates by deposit that they will remain with you
for quite !:41i1p, pnd conseouently our bank
will not be crqled upon to carry these Certifi-
cates for you at 1ea3t / hope not. Anyhow, I
am willing to take a chance on tht, and am per-
flotly rilling that you lit your subscription re-
main as it is.s
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We continued to take the offerinFrs of TrePsury
Certificates, each time with a memorandom attached
to ottke or reject ns you preferred."

nn February 24, 1920, you brought up the
aFain concernirr our indebtedness."

On February 25, 192Q we authoriTP.d you to
of $3,500,000.00 of Treasury ("eTti .eics.

question

:lispose

On February 25, 1920, you replied: "There are
very few in the market at the present foz certifi-
cats of Indebtedness."

Rates of Interest Chnrp!ed by the Federal Reserve rank
Against the Fourth and 7irst 7n.tiona1 Rank on

Government 3ecured Oblirationo.

The Federal Reserve panic carryinr out in 7ood
faith the ap;reoment and un1ertandinr between the
two bnnks carried all lonns of the Fourth and First
secured by Government oblintions up to rovpmbpr

10, 1919, at the rate of-tt per cent. This w the bond
rate on the leconl. Liberty Loan lame and under the bond
rate on ral other lrAer issues.

Thus the agreement and understanding made be-

tween the two banks wns faithfully and conscientiously
lived up to and carried by the Trederal Reoerve Bank
up to7ovefaber 10, 191?.
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Federal Reserve Bank Raises Pate Over Our Protest.

on Vovember 10, 1919, the Federal Reserve Rank
rpised the rte on our notes secured by Clovernment '
oblig.ations to ....; .   .....41%
On December 17, 1919, they raised to   ,4-3/44
On January 26, 1920, they raised to    5 '
On Mai 6, 1921, they raised to   . .r.1 1
On 7ovember 2, 1921 .... ................... . .. ... .. .F1,1,
Decemoer 19, 1921 ......... .     .t
March 15, 1922  

These rates were raised over our most ingistant
and earnest protest we insisting that the Federal Re-
serve Rank had induced us to buy these larix,e amounts of
bonds upon the e7prenn pJ7reement that they would be
cari.e&.tt .ac -L exceedinF the boAd rate, and that to in-
crease the :,!( M113 a breach of the bank's aFreement with
us and would cause us a treatendous loss.

*A

ponds Decline on the 7,arket.

The vmrioue issues of Liberty 'Bonds declined in

price. This deoline beran aboat te ......... day of

  19 and continued until bout the
19 when they 'reached

tbe lowest prices of approximately ?I cents.

With the lar(re holdinr thzlt this bank had it is

readily seen that it could not afford to sell the 't-orlds
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at these heavy discounts. The loss which would have
resulted would have been more serious than the bank
c-uld stand.

Having full faith that within a comparatively
a short time, a year or two years, the bonds -ould frp
back to their normal and proper value at or above
par, although they weTe facing a possibility of a
heavy loss, we felt that this would in due season be
overcome and be eliminated.

X

The Demand for Increased Rates places the Pnnk
in Critical Situation,

when the Federal Peserve Bank began to incrense
the rate of interest on the bonds it wns cnrrying
for the Fourth and First National Pank, it placed the
bank in a very precarious situation.

";hen the demand for this increase was made the
bank resisted it, but was met with determined demand
that the increased rate must be paid.

The Bank had open three alternatives:

First, to sell its bonds;

Second, to refuse the demand and ro into court;

and
Third, to Day the excess interest demanded and

hope for a proper resistution in the future.

Owing to the amount of bonds and the shrinkage

in value the loss incident to selling the bonds would
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have been so great that it would have riped out our
surplus and heavily impared our canital. This
course was therefore not to be considered.

Our next alternative was to renist the payments
and go into court. This would mean that the Federal
Reserve sank under the note it held would probably
give us a notice that it would sell the bonds. i"e
would file a bill to enjoin it from the sale and they
would bring a counter action suing the bank for the
amount of its lonrs then aggregating twelve to fifteen
millions of dollars.

It is manifest to every thinking man that for a
National Rank to be sued by the Federal Reserve 'Rank
for ten to fiteen million dollars would bring such
consternation to its depositors that a run upon the
bank would inevitable fallow and the doors of the
bank would be closed.

In adrlAtion to this the Federal Reserve Rank offi—
cials and our bank officials all knew that the doors
of credit elsewhere than at the Atlanta Federal Re—
serve Rank were closed to us. Under the Federal
Reserve Act a member bank can only borrow the amount
of its capital and surplus from any place other than
the Feleral Reserve Rank of its own district.

Our capital and surplus was apnroximately tra
million dollars. 17ith the Federal Reserve Bank de—
manding payment of from ten to fiteen million dol—
lars and we being prohibited by law from borrowing
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anywhere else more than two million dollars, it is
manifest that the Federal Rpserve Bank had us ab-
solutely in its pot-er.

• It was pay the excess interest demanded or close
the doors of the bank.

The third alternative was to pay the excess inter-
est demanded and hope for a future doy to come when
with clearer thought and fairer judgement the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank would return to us the amount
thus unjustly taken from us.

Our surplus and undivided profits and our earn-
ing capacity were such that we could stand the loss
of twenty thousand (20,000.00) dollars per mont14
arising from this excessive interest charges and con-

tinue this for a practically indefinite time, of course,

resulting in a huge loss to the Bank but nevertheless

it could survive.

-e believed that within one year or two years

t'-e bonds would pp back to par so that we could sell

them and save further loss.

After fully consid.,rinr the whole situation

sew that there wrs no rensonable alternative left to

us but to submit to this unfair and unjust demand to

ray the excess interest which was demanded from us

and bide our time for a reconsideration and a reheor-

inr at the hands of this Board, and a. return to UR

of the sums thus improperly required from us. so

we paid the excess interest demanded.

The foregoing process continue until the repu*-

chase arreement doted the 28th of nay, 1221.
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XI

Repurchase Agreement of May 28, 1921.

On the above date after long conference between
the Atlanta Federal Reserve Board and ours in the
Director's Room at the Fourth and First National
Pank at Nashville in which we submitted the most
earnest protest agninst the manner in which we had
been treated and against what we claimed and as-
serted was a gross violation of the contract with us
and of good faith between us, the Federal Res-erve
Bank entered into a contract of repurdhase with the
Fourth and First National Pant.

Under this the rederal Reserve nank bought
from us one million two hundred thousand of Third
Liberty Bonds and six million seven hundred eighty-
seven thousand, eight hundred fifty dollars ($6,787,
850.00) of Fourth Liberty Bonds at the price of
586,061.000, which was at the rate of 94.95°4:.

Under this agre,,ment the Federal Reserve Bank
was to carry these bonds for us two years at the bond
rate. It was receive the interest on the bonds.
r!e mere to pay one tenth of one per cent a month
on the principal.

But the Federal Reserve Bank insisted upon in-
serting a provision that on plying us sixty days'
notice they could recluire us to repurchase pll the
bonds.

The contract further provided that until the Or-
chase price had been repaid or liouidated in full we
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were to furnish the Federal Reserve Bank a margin
of security covi,ring the difference between the ac-
tual vclue of the bonds which they were carrying for
us and the price at which they took them over.

The details of this contract are set forth therein
and need not be further referred to here.

Sufficeit to any that under this the Federal Re-
serve Bank took over the bonds thus purchased and
we delivered to the Federal Reserve Bank ,bout one-
half million dollars of additional securities to fully
protect it against any possible loss on the repurchase
agreement.

The agreement to carry the bonds for two years
at the bond rnte we considered perfectly fair partic-
ularly in view of the fact that the Federal Reserve
Bank was fully protected by this additional collat-
eral.

The provision that the Federal Reserve Bank
could on sixty dayst notice demand that we repur-
chase all the bonds was construed by us and we think
at the tie by the Federal Peserve rank to mean
that if the bonds further declined in value so that the
Federal Reserve Bank WPS in dar.Ter of suffering a loss
it could require us on sixty days' notice to repurchase
all or any part of these bonds.

It certainly never occurred to the Fourth and
First rational Rank of its officers rho neRotiated
this contract that if the bonds beFan to inprove in
value and continue to improve In value that this
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would be a ground and a reason for moving the Federal
Reserve Bank to demand that we repurchase these bonds.

XII

After this repurchase a7teement wns executed
7ay 26, 1921, the bonds soon beFan to improve in
value as we had anticipated they would and we felt
that ritbin a comparatively short space of time, at
any rate by the spring of 1922, the bonds would reach
a figure where we could sell them and recoup all the
losses we sustained on them.

XIII

Federal Reserve Bank Returns Surplus Collateral.

7ithin a few months after the repurchase ar-ree—
ment was executed the Federal Be serve Bank volun—
tarily returned to the Fourth and First Uational
Bank all the collateral which the Fourth and First
had been requirer; to deposit to secure the Federal
Reserve Bank on this repurchase agteement stating
that the bonds had reached such a figure that the
Federal Reserve Rank did not deem collateral
necessrry.

The Deferral Reserve Rank thus voluntarily re—
turned (!',570,000.00 of this collateral. (See letter
October 14, 1921, r-overnor to Fourth and First National
Panic.)
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This shows that the FedeTal Reserve Pnnk con-
sidered the transrction to be a perfectly crfe one
pnd that it was in absolutely no danger of loss
thereunder.

The bonds continued to fluctuate, gradually

XTV

The Federal Peserve Bank Begins Pressing Fourth and
First rational Pank to lel]. the Pond Cover-

ed by Repurchp.se Agrnement.

On November 7, 1921, the Clovernor of the Fed-
eral eserve Bank wrote to the Fourth and First
Bank that the market on Liberty Bonds was such
th-7.t the value tbnreof was more than the amount of
the repurchase agreement and said:

ItHow do you feel about closing these out
and canceling your obligations 7ith us, rnr-
haps it might be rell for the sake of the market
if and when you decide to sel, to put the bonds
on the market grridually, coverin7 e -eriod of
several weeks for distribution."

To this letter the Fourth and First replied No-
vember 9, 1921, "that in as much as t he Fourth and
First have some 1375,000,00 charged in the profit and
loss account during the months past we feel that it
would not be unreasonable for us to consider that
feature in selling the bonds. The market seems to
be perfectly healthy and natural and from interviews
coming from the Treasury Department and other
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people in position to have sound opinions these bonds

will likely gc5 to par in a very reasonable time. In

the meantime it makes a very prnfitable transaction

for you and we therefore would prefer not to close

them out at this time and sincerely trust this will be

agreeable to you . . . . . . The average cost of our

Government Ponds i 98.64 and you may be sure that

when we do begin to put them on the market it will be

done in a gradual ray so that no sort of distrubance

will be cretted.°

on November 10, 1921, the Federal Reserve Bank

replied, expressihg somewhat surprise and disap—

pointment and urgim- the riurth and First to liqui—

date the bonds.

On 7ovember 14, 1921, the Fourth and First

wrote the Federal Reserve Bank, trusting that it

would not require the Fourth and First to sell the

bonds, saying:

"By the terms rlf that agreement it was.

clearly the understanding that we would have

two years in which to work this thing out,

unless something desperate an1 unforseen

should happen. Nothing of thnt sort has

happened and does not seem likely, on the

contrary it is generally recornized that the

bonds are going to par and over.

Now p:et in a good humor and go on and clve

us a little chance. While you did nicely by 's

last summer we did a splendid service for you

during the trying war times and we have had an

unhappy time for the last two years. There—
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fore, as I say, get in a good humor and have some

compassion on us and 7ive us a chance for re-
covery. ;;e will appreciate it and not forget

it."

On 7ovember 15, 1921, the Federal Reserve 'ank

replied:

"Since your mentioned the agreement which
your bank made with us perhaps it rould he
well for you to reread that paper. You will
then find that the agreement has a termination
prior to two years in case the bonds reach a
certain price. Pa-ther than rrive you a formal
notice of the termination of the rJonttact
thought that I was justifie in assuming that

you !Nould anticipate from my former letters
such a termination and that you would take
advantage of the preent price of the bonds,"
etc., •Ettc.

Pete-This letter is in error in saying that the

agreement had a termination prior to two years in

case the bonds reach a certain price. There was no

such provision in the contract.

lied:
On november 17, 1921, the Fourth and First re-

"I think you very much indeed for your

kind letter of November 15th, wherein T note

that you say the contract provided for a termi-

nation prior to two years in case the bonds reach

a certain price. I have examined the contract
very carefully and do not find any such provi-

sion.

" I do find that you reserve the right to eill

the loan whenever you please but we presumed.
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of course, that this was intended as a precau-
tionary measure in case of some unforseen ca-
lamity or pending disaster, but as nothing of
that sort is pending or seems likely we have pre-
sumed that you meant to give us a fair chance
during the period of two years."

The letter then refers to the fact that the entire

Board of Directors of the Fourth and First National

Bank had read and considered all the correspondence

upon this question and were giving thereto its very

best judgment.

on November 30, 1921, the Federal Reserve Bank

wrote again, urging the Fourth and First to liquidate

the bons.

On December 1, 1921, the Fourth and First wrote

that the Executive Committee of the Fourth and

First were of the opinion that it should begin sell-

ing these bonds after the first of January, 1922, nand

sincerely trusting that this will be satisfactory."

XV
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK GIVES FORUAL SIXTY-DAY NOTICE DE-

MANDING THAT THE FOURTH AND FIRST PAY 47,538,133.90,
PLUS ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE DATE OF PAY-
MENT IN REPURCHASE OF BONDS.

On December 10, 1921, the Federal Reserve Bank
gave the Fourth and First formal demand to pay
within sixty days from December 12, 19210.0,538,133.90,
plus accrued interest to the date of payment
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being the full amount due for the purchase of all
the bonds which the Federal Reserve Bank had pur-
chased from the Fourth and First.

Pursuant to this notice the Fourth and First
Bank immediately began selling the bonds as fast
as it could without precipitating too many upon the
market.

By February 2, 1922, it had sold all of them ex-
cept 81,200,000.00.

On February 2, 1922, it wrote to the Federal Re-
serve Bank, stating these facts saying that it
had made an arrangement with the Farm Loan Bank
to handle 0.,000,000.00 (One nillion) of the bonds
to take effect February 10, 1922, and that the Fourth
and First would rode= the balance and asking a
few days beyond February 10th to get this transac-
tion closed with the Federal Farm Loan Bank.

On February 3rd, the Federal eserve Bank
wrote, declining to give this additional time and
demanding the payment of the full sum due on Febru,
ary 2, 1022, saying that the notice was given as of
December 5, 1J21, and expired February 3, 19221 and
that letter making formal demand was made in due
course and should be in the Fourth and First Bank's
hands on February 3, 1922.

On February 3, 1022, the Federal Reserve Bank
made formal demand upon the Fourth and First to
forthwith pay the entire balance due, One Million
Two Hundred Thousand (1,200,000.00) Dollars,
plus accrued interest to date.
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It was apparent to the Fourth and First that this

was an error as to date. Accordingly on February

4, 1922, implediately upon receiving the letter atten—

tion was called to this error and the mistake was cor—

itected by the Federal Reserve Bank.

The result was that the Fourth and First was

compelled to force the bonds on the market and sell

them all out which it did and met its obligation be—

fore the day it fell due.

XVI

THE FORCED SALE OF THESE SECURITIES CAUSED A LOSS TO

FOURTH AND FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF ABOUT 300,000.00.

The Fourth and First National Bank intended to
carry these bonds until the sprinE of 1922. The bonds
reached par before that time and if it had been per—
mitted to carry them they could have been sold at
par.

As it was they were sold at very materially under
jhat figure under the forced order of the Federal
Ueserve Bank.

The Bonds had actually cost the bank about 08.64.
7ery few of them brought that figure. Within three
months after they were sold they were par and the
bank could have recouped all its losses even includ—
ing the excess interest charge, but it was not permit—
ted to do so.
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XVII

UNREA3ONABLENE33 AND INJUSTIOE OF FORCING THIS SALE.

No just reason existed for giving us thos peremp—
tory notice and forcing the sale of these bonds at this
time. The loan itself was absolutely good and safe,
so safe indeed that the Federal Reserve Bank had
returned to US J570,000.00 of collateral which we hadplaced with it to secure the transaction and which
it deemed was excessive and unnecessary.

The improvement in the price of the bonds had
brought them to a figure above that at which the Fed—
eral Reserve Bank had taken them over as shown by
the letter of the Federal Reserve Bank to us of Oc—
tober 14, 1921.

If further collateral had been desired the Fourth
and First Bank was ready to furnish it to whatever
extent was necessary or asked.

The condition of the country greatly improved
during the year 1921 and the condition of the Yed—
eral Reserve Bank had also greatly improved during
that period.

Report of the Federal Reserve Banks for 1021
at p. 581, shows:

That the Atlanta Bank's condition improved
x'rom December 21, 1020, to December 31, 1921:
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Its ratio of reserves to deposits and
Federal Reserve Note liabilities
combined on December 31, 140,
was

December 31, 1921, was
Federal Reserve Notes in actual cir-

culation December 31, 1920
December 31, 1921

Bills discounted, securedby Govern-
ment obligations Lecember 31,1020
December 31, 1921

Bills boue,ht in open market

December 31, 1920
December 31, 1921

Capital and surplus -

Deoember 31,1920:
Capital
3urplus

December 31, 1921:
Capital
Surplus

41.4
43.3

3173,000,000.00
121,000,000.00

ahowing that the bank made a profit
during 1521
or about 1970.

And between January 1 and February 8, 1922,
the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank's percentage of
Reserve increased to 58.3

All this shows that there was nothing in the con-
dition of finances of the Federal Reserve Bank that
called upon it for the enforced liquidation of this
contract.

61,000,000.00
24,000,000.00

3,571,000.00
3,636,000.00

4,053,000.00
8,343,000.00

4,189,000.00
9,114,000.00

4771,000.00
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The Federal Reserve Bank of course, knew that
as heretofore stated the doors of credit were closed
to bs by law except for very limited amounts and
when they made the demand upon us to pay .7,538,
133.90 plus accrued interest, they knew that this
forced us to seLL the bonds; that we had no alterna-
tive.

Just why these extreme and harsh measures were
resorted to with this bank has always been a matter

-o beyond our powers of comprehension.

During the war period this bank did more to aid
the Government in war financing and did more to aid
the Federal Reserve Dank in carrying its share of
war financing thin any other institution in this Fed-
eral District.

We also call attention to the fact that during
the years 1018 to 1922, the Fourth and First National
Bank paid in interest to the Federal Reserve Bank
at Atlanta the total sum of One Million Eight Hun-
dred Twen*V Thousand One Hundred Fifty Dollars
and Forty One Cents (1,820,150.41).

What more profitable cuStomer did the Federal
Reserve Bank have than this?

And on the very day that the Federal Reserve
Bankdemanded that we forthwith pay the remain-
ing One Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars
(;;1,200,000.00) of this repurchase agreement, the
Fourth and First Bank dad to its credit on open ac-
count upon which it was receiving no interest, with.
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the Federal Reserve Bank more than One Million
One Hundred Thousand Dollars (31,100,000.00) in
cash.

XVIII

REAM] UR= BY FLDZRAL REZERVE BANK.

In the letter of the Federal Reserve Bank to the
Fourth and First of date November 30, LD21, the
Federal Reserve Bank says:

',You must bear in mind that we are still redis—
counting with other Federal Reserve Banks at
the rate of 5 1-2 per cent While we are carrying
your bonds at 4 1-2 per cent, thereby sustaining a
loss of 1 1-4 per cent on every transaction." See
letter of November 30, 121.

This reason might seem plausible but upon a mo—
ment's consideration it will appear not to be so.

All banks ct times borrow money or rediscount
paper and the fact that they do so is no excuse for
raising the rate on their borrowers or calling their
borrowers.

'Nhen the Federal Reserve Bank made this repur—
chase agreement it knew that it would probably for
short periods during the two years, rediscount paper
and probably at a rate about 4 1-4 per cent, so that
nothing had occurred that was not fully anticipated.

But a more conclusive answer is that the whole
profits of all the banks in the Federal Reserve 3ys—
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tern go to the United States Treasury, it is imma-
terial which member makes the profit, it all goes to
the same place after allowing a small percentage
dividend on the stock of the member banks, con-
sequently if the Atlanta bank paid 5 1-2 per cent rate
on rediscounts to some other Federal Reserve Bank
for example, Boston, the Boston bank paid the profit
including that excess to the United States Treasury
and nothing was lost by the Treasury by reason of
the transaction.

Besides this, when the Federal Reserve Bank
forced us to sell this Eight million of Bonds it there-
after lost the total income of said :ight Million of
bonds amounting to more than Three Hundred Twenty
Thousand (320,000.00) Dollars a year.

XIX

POWER OF FEDERAL RE3ERT2 BANKS.

en the Federal Reserve Law was being dis-
cussed and before it was enacted we were of opinion
that the idea of the Federal Reserve Bank which
could issue notes and loan to member banks upon
600d collateral any amount that might be required
to meet the demands of either trade or of its deposi-
tors, was the greatest idea for the safe guarding of
the banking business that had ever been conceived by
the mind of man.
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The great difficulty in banking had ben that de—
positors might call for their money more rapidly than
the bank could liquidate its loans.

The bank must keep the money loaned out or
the expense account will eat it up;

If the depositors demand the bank must pay in—
stantly. Under the Federal Reserve Bank 3yetem
any member bank with good paper can obtain all the
money needed upon a moment's notice, runs are prac—
tically impossible, they can never close the bank.

But with this tremendous power for good these
banks have an equal power for harm. Under the
Vederal Reserve Law every National Bank is com—
pelled to become a member of the Federal Reserve
Bank, to take a certain amount of stock, to transact
its business with the Federal Reserve Bank and it is
prohibited from borrowing from outside sources be— •
yond certain.very limited quantities. It must do this
or surrender its Charter.

A rederal Reserve Bank's proper function and
its normal function is to aid the member bank, to
help it, to save it md not to destroy it.

in the present case this bank was twice put in the
attitude of being compelled to submit to the unjust
demands of the Federal Reserve Bank or close its
doors, there was no other option.

It submitted, it net every obligation, it has dis—
chprged the last penny it owed that. bank.
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Now it comes and says that the treatment it re—ceived was unjust, it was unfair, it was in breach ofOUT contract and of the understanding between usand it was a violation of the good faith which mustexist between institutions that do business so largelyond so closely together.

The facts are, that the Federal Reserve Bank
rccognized that it was very dependent upon the
Fourth and First National Bank to aid it in carryingthrough its part of the Government's war finance, inwhich it took Great pride, and showed much anxietyand concern. It importuned and urged us repeatedlyto subscribe to the various issues, and whenever weshowed any uneasiness or hesitancy about going sostrong, it urged and entreated, and gave every sortof assurance and written statements that it wouldcarry those securities for us as long as we should seefit to offer them. If that meant anything--if the
words and promises of nen can be r3lied upon, What
did that promise and those other urgings mean, if
not that the securities would be carries, yes, carriedthrough to a successful conclusion, and at the rate
of discount made as an inducement for us to go into
the arrangement?

If the words and acts og men are to count for any—thing, and if there is to be any such thing as honor—
able dealings between individuals and institutions,
then restitution must be made in this case.

The correspondence confirms these statements inevery detail.
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We sincerely trust that you will settle this mat—
ter, and thereby remove the very unpleasant condi—
tion now existing, and make it unnecessary for us
to press our claim any further, or appeal to other
tribunals for satisfaction, for you must see that as
matters now stand, it is impossible for us to remain
passive, and our duty will compel us to take further
action if you refuse. Indeed, the treatment we have
received is so galling that unless justice is done us,
it will be intolerable for us to remain a member of
your bank.

P. D. maddin,

Counsel.

Respectfully submitted,

FOURTH AND FIR6T I1ATIONAL BANK,

By James E. Caldwell,

President
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REPLY OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA

To The Petition of

FOURTH AND FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF NASHVILLE

For a refund of excess interest claimed to have been charged against
Ind paid by the Fourth and First National Bank on carrying

Liberty Bonds — The amount of excess charge claimed
being approximately ';;235,000.00.

TO THE FOURTH AND FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF NASHVILLE:

The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has received and its

officers and directors have carefully reviewed your petition in

the above matter.

The petition contains a demand for ,235,000., which

demand is based upon a contention framed in the petition in the

following language:

"The Fourth and First National Bank claims that The
Federal Reserve Bank charged it a tot al of about
4235,000.00 excess interest on account of carrying
Liberty Bonds over and above the rate at which it
agreed to charge thereon.'

The above stated claim purports to be predicated upon

some kind of a contract agreement or understanding to ucarry Liberty

Bonds" at a specified rate.

The petition of the Fourth and First, while making a

money demand only for "excess interest" claimed to have been charged

by the Federal Reserve sank between October 10, 1919 and nay 28,

1921 (the date of the repurchase agreement), also complains of

certain acts of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta done under that

agreement. ;;hile it is impossible to connect any complaint made

with respect to acts done under the repurchase agreement with a

demand for interest paid prior thereto, the complaint of the Fourth

and First in that regard will also be noted herein.
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The petition of the Fourth and First has been carefully

examined in an endeavor to find a statement of what is claimed to

cnstitute the contract, for the breath of which f235,000.00 is now

demanded, but nowhere therein do we find any such agreement, or

even the sumary of a state of facts which, it true, would be

sufficient to imply such an agreement.

It does appear from the record that althourt there 7ac

no such express agreement or obligation, the Federal Reserve Bank

did, notwithstanding the constant and increasing demands upon it,

carry for the Fourth and First National Bank, at a rate of four

per cent, an aggregate of obligation secured by government bonds

varying from time to time (in round figures) from 41,000,000.00

to over .,:;14,000,000.00 up to Uovember 10, 1919, twielve months

after the signing of the armistice, and long after practically

all the other banks in the Sixth Federal Reserve Distridt had

disposed of all of the bonds subscribed for by them, exceyt such

as they might have desired to retain for investment purposes.

The record dhows, furthermore, that the Federal Reserve

Bank of Atlanta, in its execution of the repurchase agreement, to

vhich reference is made above, went to extraoetinary lengths in

order to protect the Fourth and First against the situation into

—0— 'which it had gotten ttself through the undue nurchase and continued

holding of excessive amounts of Liberty Bonds.

The record submitted by the petitioner does not so show

but rre accept the statement of Mr. Ca1dw711 therefor, as embodied

in his letter of February 1, 1922 to the stockholders of his

bank, that the Fourth and First National Bank realized from its

handling of Liberty Bonds a profit of over 300,000. $200,000. of
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which was Passed to permanent surplus an( 1 out of the remainder an

extrc. Oividend of five per cent declared.

It is imnossible to escape the conclusion, therefore,

that the Fourth and First has no complaint at law or in equity,

under contract, in fact or in good conscience against the Federal

Reserve Bank of Atlanta, but that on the contrary, it, its officers

and stockholders should feel grateful to the Federal Reserve Dank

of Atlanta for the indulc;ence shown toward the Fourth and First

and for the execution of the repurchase agreement, which alone

saved the situation for it, and brought about in the end a ioerma,

nent enrichment of the surolus of the Fourth and First and an

extra dividend to its stockholders.

Althouh the Petition of the Fourth and First could,

untl_2rno view of the case, or in any as)ect which it orocents, be

rercarded as )resenting any demand which would be cognizable in law,

the officers and directors of the Federal Peserve Bank of Atlanta

feel that the chger of unfair dealing as contained in the neti-

tion, although indefinite and really disproved by the petition,

itself, should receive answer.

It is not along a desire to show courtesy to the dis-

tinr;uished rentlemen who are in charge of the affairs of the Fourth

and First which prompts this answer. 7e have a sincere desire to

answer at all times any criticism directed at the Federal 7eservc

Bank of Atlanta, although 7,0 may know such criticism to be

groundless and unjustified.

Therefore, we will consider briefly the arguments and

contentions as setun and contained in the oetition, answering the

subdivisions thereof seriatim.
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Subdivision I of the petition makes reference to

certain historical facts, about which there would be no argu-

ment - none of which, however, have any bearing on the complaint,

even as matters of inducement.

Subdivision /I appears to make no complaint of any

kind against the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta and merely

sets out the fact that the Fourth and First subscribed for

0.1100,000.00 of the First Liberty Loan, which it appears to

have disposed of in an orderly way and without any loss.

-411-

Subdivision III of the petition contains Quotations or

excerpts from the - ixth Annual Report, of the Federal Reserve

Board and from an annual report of the Chairman of the Board of

Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. These ex-

cerpts embody well known facts. If they have any relevancy at

all to the contentions made by the Fourth and First, it is the

Interesting fact that such excerpts make reference to conditions

which had then been overcome and which had passed into history.

These reports refer to the efforts which the Federal Reserve

Ban-'s had theretofore made to carry government secured oblin:ations

at a rote of inttmyst which would prevent loss. They wee framed

In the knodledr7e that, generally speaking, all of the war issues

had been then digested by the buying public; that the lead had

been carried and the emergency ended.

The Federal Reserve Banks had adopted policies as stated

to avoid los- to the banks which were necessarily the distributing
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media for the issues. The armistice was rir7ned in november,

1918. The last war loan, viz: the Victory Loan, had been

successfully floated in ray 1919.. By the end of 1919 the banks

had mareted the bondr for which they had subscribed and the

Federal Reserve Board was mking a historical review of what was

then an accomnlished fact.

It is worthy of note, however, that while in nractically

all cases Liberty Bond holdinr-s Presented at the close of 1'19

no problem to the commercial banks, the Fourth and First still .

held an enormous amount of such Iponds. As late as April 1920, Mr.

Caldwell, President, wrote to 7Tr. 7ellborn, Governor, referring

to borrowinfrs of the Fourth and First on mvernment securities

to an ags.regate amount of '1.5,434,000.00.

If the nurpose in making reference to the annual report

of the Federal Reserve Board for the year 1919 be to charge the

Federal Reserve Rank of Atlanta, by implication, with violatinrr,

a Promise to make rates for rediscounting loans on government

securities at such figures as to avoid loss to the brInIcs, the

obvious answer is that the policy referred to by the Board had

been faithfully carried out by the Atlanta Bank to the fpll ex-

tent of reasonable exectation.

It was not until six months after the Victory Loan was

(7 --
finally out of the way and not until\g/fully year after the

armistice was signed that the rates were advanced from four per

cent to four and a half )er cent on government secured paper.

Subdivision IV IT of the petition sets forth certain

statistics with reference to the total of Liberty Bond subscri-Aions
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in the State of Tennessee, and the total subscribed by the Fourth

and First, The officers and directors of the Federal Reserve

Bank of Atlanta do not undertake to ou ction the patriotism of

the Fourth and First in subscribing for Liberty Bonds as they

were offered. They desire to state, however, that at no time

or in any way, either by letter or verbally, did they encourage

banks to buy or subscribe for Liberty Bonds in excess of amounts

which the banks felt reasonably sure might be Passed on to the

general public.

The banks, it is true, were the distributing media

for the bonds, but the banks were not expected indefinitely to

tie un a very large Percentage of their rerouices in these issues.

That the banks generally understood this is apparent from the

fact that no bank in this District found itself to the came extent

as did the Fourth and First in what it terms in it petition" a

very precarious situation" due to Liberty Bond holdings. Other

banks were holding bonds either directly or for their customers,

but none to the extent of the Fourth and First. In :illy, 10191 the

Governor of the Federal Reserve Dm* of Atlanta wrote Mr. Caldwell,

president of the Fourth and First, calling attention to the large

amount of accommodation which that bank then had — H$14,600,000,

being fax in excess of that enjoyed by any other member bank in

this district."

If the Fourth and First felt it to be its natriotic

duty to subscribe for Liberty Bon(' issues far in excess of that

which its customers could absorb, and it further felt it to be its
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patriotic duty to buy Liberty Bonds in the open market to hold up

the price and to create a market therefor, as indicated in the

letter of 17r. Caldell of May 16, 1910, 7e have na desire to

criticise such motives whatever might be said with reference to

the busines policy involved, bvt we do call attention to the fact

that no other bank in the Sixth Federal Reserve District regarded

it as proper bankin7 to carry millions of dollars in Liberty Bonds

or to go out into the open market and buy the same, and no other

bank except the Fourth and First National rested upon any be-

lief that it had the right to demand and expect indefinite accomo-

dation at a rate of intnrent actually below the yield of the bonds

and far below the rate obtaining on papqr arising out of oxdil-sry

commercial transactions.

Subdivision V of the petition purports to set out a por-

tion of a communication said to emanate from the "Federal Reserve

Board of Atlanta." Assumin that by "Federal )Reserve Board of

Atlanta" is meant the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, we call

attention to the fact that the communication in question did not

come from .the bank but from Mr. Silas 7. Davis, the then Government

Director Of the Savin7s Division of the Treasurery De'7artment of the

United States, locate0 at Atlanta. The communication was from a

branch of the Traasury Department, and While this branch operated

through the FedeTal Peserve Bank of Atlanta as fiscal agent, the

sae was in no wise connected with the Federal 
Reserve Bank as an

Institution of banking and discount.

77e say the above without any criticism 
of the circular.
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referred to, because said circular contained sound a(,vice to

inVestors who could afford to buy additional bonds, nor do we

refer to the a.et that the bank, as such, had nothin- to do with

the circular in an effort to evade any issue made in the petition

of the Fourth and First. 7e merely call attention to the fact

that the circular came from the office of the Government Director

of the Savings Division of the Treasury Department at Atlanta, be-

cause that fact alone should have indicated to the of:icore of the

7ourth and First that the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta was

makin- no representations to carry for member banks at foul' -ler

cent. interest Liberty Bonds bought in the open max."-et, whateyer

might have theretofore been the policy of the bank with reference

to initial and original subscriptions.

If the Fourth and First wanted to buy in the open market

6,000,000.00 of Liberty Bonds at less than par "in order to

average down the price on the bonds which it had subscribed for

at DCA' from the government", that was its business and, apparently,

its so doing had something to do with the hay results to which

Mr. Caldwell makes reference in his letter of February 1, 1922 to

his stockholders, but surely it cannot logically be said that the

Fourth and First should have expected the Federal Reserve Bank of

Atlanta, to lend money ur>on the security of these purchases for

an indefinite time at four per cent. interest when it was then

obtaining money at a rate higher than that from other Federal Re..

serve and at a time when its credit facilities were taxed to the

utmost to take care of the commercial demands of this section.

7e assume that the circular entitled 'Average Your

Libdrty Bonds" is inserted in the petition in an attempt to set up
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the ucontractu l for the breach of which the Fourth and First now

claims a refund of interest. If this be the purpose in making

reference to the circular we submit that this purpose wholly fails.

The fact is that the Federal Reserve Dank of Atlanta at all times

made it perfectly clear that it ought not to extend any

ferential rates on loans secured by bonds bought in the open market.

For example, on May 14, 1919, Mr. Wellborn, Governor,

wrote Mr. Webb, Vice-President of the Fourth and First, as follows:

“Recalling conversation with you several months ago, in
regard to your bank going into the open market and pur-
chasing Liberty Bonds. You then desired to know whether
or not we would carry these bonds for you. My recollection
is that I told you thatthis proposition did not appeal
to us very heartily.

notice that your bank recently made a large purchase
of thee bonds in Mew York, and that we are carrying for
you 4,500,000 of this purchase.

"71/at do you think of that portion of Section 4 of the
Federal Reserve Act, which reads as follows:

"'Each Federal Reserve Bank shall extend to each
member bank such discounts, advancements and
accommodations as may be saely and reasonable made
with due regard for tho claims and demands of other
member banks.'“

Mr, Caldwell, President, on May 16th, replied to -r.

Wellborn's letter of May 14th in part as follows:

Men Mr. 7ebb retuned from his visit to you sometime
ago, he stated to me that you merely said you thot*ht
it would be advisable to postpone the matter of purcb.ase-
ing bonds in the open market until after the Victory
Liberty Loan was out of the way. That, as I say, 7Ias the
impression which he eonviryed to me on his return, and
did not gather that you thought it ill-advised to buy

Government bonds. On the contrary, we thought it would be
the sensible thing to do, as it would clearly aid the
Government in finding that its securities had some friends
in the open market.ft

On May 20, 1919, Mr. Wellborn, Governor, wrote Mr. Cald-

well, President, as follows:
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"I have your letter of May 16th, which was received
during my absence on a visit to our New Orleans Branch
Bank. I regret very much that Mr. Webb tisunderstoo0
me in our conversation relative to your bank goin- into
the open market and purchasing Fourth Liberty Loan Ponds.

"As I understood it, he stated that your bank was think-
ing of making a purchase of these bonds in order to
recouP the losses on what you had already purchased, and
wiahed to know from me if it 7ould be agreeable to our
bank to carry these bonds for your bank, in case the
purchases were made. I told him I dod not think well
of the proposition for the reason that we would have
all that we could possibly take care of in financing
the banks of this District in purchasing Victory Loan
notes, in view of the fact that it was apparent that the
banks this time would have to take more of these bowls
than they had in previous loan campaigns, since the
enthusiauu of the public as waned to some extend; there-
fore, the burden would fall mainly upon the banks in
subscribing to the recent Viet ry Loan, to say nothing
of the heavy demands that were and are biking made upon
us in connection with the carrying of commodities, and
the heavy demands that were sure to come incident to the

making of new crops.

"I wish you to understand that we have no objection .:That-
ever, nor any criticism to make, with regard to carrying
for your bank Goternment securities. '.7e are all aware that
you subscribed gory liberally in all campaioas, and we
are perfectly willing to carry these securities for you
as long as you see fit to offer them to us. You have
done nothing whatever to disapooint us - on the contrary,
you have done much to please us, and therefore I very
much regret that you feel, as you do in this matter.

"*.7e feel that if we agree to authorize our member banks
at this time to go into the open market and purchase
bonds and carry them for the banks, the result might
°Pen a wide field of speculation on their part and the
amount might be so large that it -ould so seriously
affect our position that we woulc not be able to aid
our 4cmber banks in taking care of the comziercial,
agricultural and industrial interests of our District.

"I assume that you agree with me, that the Purchase at
this time of Liberty Bonds of an issue prior to Victory
Loan notes can hardly be classed as asisstinE Government
Yinancing. The Proceeds of the sales of those issues
were used in liquidating the current indebtedness of the
Government immediately subsequent to their being marketed,
and any trading in such bonclo now merely repr-sents a
change in ownership, It is true that a heavy demand for
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them in the open market would have a tendency to m=e
the nrice toward nar, and this is no doubt a Rood

'thing to be done, but I fear if the Federal Reserve
Banks are caned unon to carry such purchases, it may
he taxing its strength to too great a degree, and to
the exclusion of the needs of commerce.

"Personally, I regret very much that my letter to TIT.
Webb has caused you to feel la shock and a very great
disarnointmsnti. I certainly did not intend tt to be so
and regret that it has had this effect.

nI value your good o)inion very highly, and trust
upon reflection, since Y have made the statement of
our position, that you will come to the conclusion that
we are doing only what business prudence and proper
management demands on our part.

"Today beino the day fixed by the Secretary of the
Treasury for the payment of subscriPtions of banks in
this District, our offerings for rediscount have been
heavy and I look for them to increase to the point
that our reserves will rp down such an extent that we
will have to call on the other Federal Reserve Bans to
rediscount for us, and the other banks being in the
same position as ourselves, they 'are very likely to
have *all that they can stand un to."

liothitr; could be nlainsr thant the fact that the 7seLoral

Reserve flank of Atlanta did not agree at any time to carry at

a four per cent. rate Liberty Bonds bour-ht by member bans, in

anticipation of a profit, nor di0 it agree to carry the came at

any other secified rate. Northing could be clearer, furthermore,

than that no representations were ever made by the Federal Re—

serve Bank of Atlanta, or by any one in its behalf, that any

j4b7)xty Bonds acquired by banks would be carried indefinitely at

a four -per cent. rate.

77hile the owlnor in his letter, above quoted, says

n-reare perfectly willing to carry these securities for :OU LIS

ion as you see fit to offer them to us", he did not agree, nor

could he have agreed, to maintain a four per cent. rate. The
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Reserve Banl: did continue to carry the bonds at four -)ex cent.

for almost,- six months after the letter next above set out in

full was written, and continued to carry the bonds after November

1019, although at higher rates, Until the repurchase agreement wEs

executed, rhich agreement, as will hereinafter be shorn,

eliminated all questions of interest charges.

-VI-

Subdivision VI of the petition deals entirely with

certain corresnondence between the Fourth and First and the

Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, a large part of 7thich has refer-

ence not to Liberty Bonds, but an entirely different thing, to-

wit: Treasury Certificates. In se far as the correspondence con-

cerns Treasury Certificates it is, of course, wholly irrelevant.

The telegram of October 14, 1913, from the Federal

Reserve Dank of Atlanta to the Fourth and First contained a

statement that the Federal Reserve Bank would discount notes se-

cured by the Fourth Lean Bonds at four oer cent.: provided that

the rate of the Fourth and First to customers did not exceed

four and a euarter per cent. Discounts were made and the matter

handled at four pr cent, for over a year thereafter and until

Uovember 10, 1910, when there was a raise in rates to four and a
half per cent. The facts certainly demonstrate that there as

no failure on the part of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

in living up to the letter and spirit of the telegram of October

14, 1912.

The letter of December 2, 110 had reference to the

purchase of Treasury CertificFtes to be issued in anticination.
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of another issue of Liberty Bonds.

The letter of May 14, 1R19, sent by the Covernor of the

Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta to the Fourth and First, is not

set out in the petition of the Fourth and First, but the same

is sot forth in a precedin7 '.1ortion of this answer. The purpose

of the letter of May 14th was to call attention to the fact

that the Fourth and FiTst was then receiving accommodations to an

extent not granted any other institution. The extent of that

excese accommodation is indicated in a letter written by the

Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank to 7r. Caldwell, President,

on July 23, 1919, by a statement therein eet out of the larest

amounts leaned to any one bank in the Sixth District, vio:

Alabama 2,000,000 Georgia 5,400,000
Florida 2,000,000 Tennessee 14,600,000
Louisiana 3,400,000 Miseissipei 380,000

The petition of the Fourth and First sets out on Pan

14 a portion of a letter written by 11:r. 7ellborn on June 20, 1919.

The entire letter is as follows:

very glad
"1 am in receipt of your letter of June 27,
that you have written me upon this subject.

"":e are very anxious for our member banks to subscribe
to the various offerings of the Treasury Department: which will
be from now on confined to Treasury Certificates of Indebtedness.

am ouite sure tNt the Government will not resert to any more
popular loans through bond issues, and therefore it is very nee—
eseary for the banks throughout the country to ass'ist the Treos,
ury Deoartment by purchasing from time to time Certificates of
Indebtedness. These offerings appear to me to have nothing to do
with the subject on which I nrote you some time ago, and permit
me to say that the matter referred to in my former correspondence
related to the action of the member banks going into the open
market and nurchosing bonds in order to make a profit for them..
selves, which would therefore tie up the resources of our member
banks, and it of course follows that the Federal Reserve resources
would also be tied up with these open market operations and there—
by render both the member banks and the Federal Reserve Bank

1019 and am
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impotent to take care of the offerim7s of the Tracury Department,
and as I see it the I5roposition that you make to me today is
entirely along another line. I not only recluest you to subscribe
largely to these offerings of Treasury Certificates of Indebted-
nose, but urge upon you to dc no, and 7:is1i to add that the
Federal Reserve Dank will take the greatest pleasure in standing
back of you in carrying these ob1i7ations for your bank."

The excerpt from this letter of June 28th, 1919, as set

out in the petition of the Fourth and First, is entirely mislead-

ing. In the said letter of June 28th the nurth and 'First was not

urged to buy Liberty Bonds, but•the reo_uest was to buy Treasury

Certificates. Said letter is set out in full above and cr?eaks

for itself.

No where in the corresondence is there laid even a

reasonable basis upon 7thieh there could legitimately, either atc-

law or in good conscienr!e,

of interest.

be predicated any demand for a rebate

-VII-

Subdivision VII of the petition contains a statement

that the 7ederal Reserve Bank" carried, all loans of the Fourth

and First secured by government obligations up to November 10,

1919, at the rate of 4 per cent. This was the bond rate on the

Second Liberty Loan issue and under to bond rate on all ether

later issues." That statement is, of course, true, but there is

nothing any where in the petition contained to sustain the charge

which is made by implication that when the rate as finally raised

such action was in violation of some contract or agreement.

-VITT-

Cubdivision VIII of the petition contains a reital

of the dates upon which raises in rates were made. It shows that

the rate remained at four per cent. until November 10,1919, and
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was gradually increased until Vay 6,l921, when it re;_ched six

per cent., thereafter declinin7. This table lc followed by the un-

sustained charge, unsupported by decums,ntczy or other evidence of

any hind, that "the Federal Pe.-2erve Bank had induded us to buy

these la rRe amount of bonds upon the express agreement that they

would be carried at not exceeding the bond rate, and that to

increase the rate was a breach of the bank's aF7renment with us."

may say such a conclusion requires no answer, inas-

much as the AlaboTate petition prepared by the Fourth and First

sets out on paper, letter, document, or even the recital cf a

verbal statement -Mich couArl bo any stretch of the imagination

be re-p-rded as an e7precn agreement to carry bonds for an inde-

finite time at not exenr!din- the bond rate, we might well ass

by the charge without further comment, but inasmuch as this is not

a leral -roceeding, but only a corresnonr'ence between this bank

and one of its menbers: 're submit a few reriarks to show the

grotindless nature of the charge.

In the first 'place, the rate remained undistrirbed until

November 10, 1919, Surely this was a most corm91ete compliance

with any moral obliration which could have rested upon the sank.

Again, it is well known that the Federal Resrve Boare is the body

which finally determines the rates obtrlining from time to time.

The Federal 'Reserve Bcalk of Atlanta could not, had it desired,

have entered into any r-reement bi.ch 'ioul(' be so far beyond its

powers as that contended for by the Fourth and First. Repeatedly,

statements were made that the rate on Liberty Donris would inevitably

be advanced. In his letter of July 30, 1919 to Mr. Ccld-Tell Presi-

dent, Mr. -ellborn stated:
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said:

"Vne ineneme in 2.-Lts of the Federal Rererve 71;:_nts for
carrying Government Bonds 1,; bound to come sooner or
later - it is siaay a question of tiifie.t,

In another portion of the same letter, lir. 4::ellborn

"At the conclusion of the Victory Loan in Ilay, it was
generally understood that OUT present rate smould remain
undisturbed fox a oeTior2 of at least six ntorns, bnt
after that time, I feel reasonably sure that the rate
will be xaiced in order to bring around a licuiniation
of these loans and relative the banks as much as possible."

Gentlemen as intelligent and well informed as the officers

of the Fourth and First must have known that there could be no

such thing under the law which governs the Federal Reserve Banks

as an agreement to carry obligations, however secured, indefinitely

as stationary rates.

-IX THROUGH XIXs

"lhatever is contained in subdivisions IX-XI, both in-

elusive, which might be considered as relevant to the contentions of

the Fourth and First, has been substantially answered in the above

and foregoing, or will be answered hereafter in -I'4t is said with

reference to the matters contained in the subdivisions of the

petition subsequently herein indicated.

TiIE REPURCHASE AMEEMIT.

ihether or not there was any justification on the nart

of the Fourth and First in feeling satisfied that it would be

carried indefinitely on its obligations secured by Liberty Bonds

at a four per cent, rate, the fact is that the Federal Reserve

Bank of Atlanta finally, in order to aid the Fourth and FITst

and to extricate it from what it describes in its own netition

as "a very precarious situation", entered into the contract re-

ferred to in the etition of the Fourth and First as the
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"repurchase aoreement". TLL agre,::mcnt becauc =ICfcctivizr as .

'of May 23, L'321, only twenty-two days after the six per cent.

rate went into effcidt. Simultaneously 7ith the execution of the

rerchase agreement, the Federal ReserVe Bank of .idat.nta took.

from the Fourth and First the Liberty 73onds which it then

to the wilount in par wIlue of ;7,987,053.00. The DX1C0at

rihich the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta took over fTid boncls

was the price at which the se waTe then being carxied by the

Fourth and First on its books. The fact that the Fourth and

First Tias relieved of its -oond lloldings at the r1ce at which

it 'qas then carrying the tiaie on its boos is sho7m. by a

resolution of the directors of the Fourth and First, ressed at

a nieeting of the Board on the 27t4 day of May, 1221. One of the

-preambles of that resolution is as follows:

”whereas, the Fnderal Reserve rank of Atlanta is
willing to purchase certain of said bonds, at a price
equivalent to the amount at which this bank is at
this time carrying said bonds on Its books, upon
condition, however, that this bank ill repurchase the
same at the same price .0aid therefor by the said Federal
Reserve Bank of Atlanta and upon terms and conditions
fully set forth and contained in a contract proposed
to be entered into betmcm the said Reserve Bank and
this bank, a co .y of which proposed contract is here-
by made in all rciects a part of this resolution and
is to be spread upon the minutes as a part thereof."

The -Teptuiehase C.r/Teenleilt, entered into pursuant to

said resolution, provided that the Tourth and First -.-rould, within

a momimum time of to years from and after May 22, 1921, by

the said bonds at !7,987,850.00 (that being the exact figure at

which they had been taken over by the Federvl Reserve rank of

Atlanta and the figure named in the resolution of the directors

of the Fourth and First,) plus interest accrued and uncollected
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at ne time of .ftelivery to the Fourth ancl Fixt. On the purchase

price, there uas to be paid at monthly intervals on the 30th

day of .Tune, 1921, and therefter, a sumo equivalent to on.-t'-nth

of one ocr cent, of the aggregate principal amount of said bon's.

The contract nvivided in cxnreso terms that the Federal Reserve

Bank of Atlanta had the absolute riO-lt, at its option, to re—

quire the full payment of any :ortion of the purchase price at

any time unnaid upon ;i.ving sizty days notice. The itgreement

war full and complete. It is substantially set forth in the

rer;o7W-ion of the :Urectors tlYoresaid. ?i,e resolution of the

directors exprr,coly recited, ciaong other things:

"It being understood, hoviever, that said ''tf_30TV0 1W-ff. is
under no obliation to renew or extend any loan or advance
therotofoTe made by it to this bv.nk, or to grant to
this bank any new loan or advance.if

The agreement ;as c-refully considered in all of its

phases mIddiscussed at length by all parties before the same

was sired. The contract -7as full, complete and ex)licit in its

terms, and it is not oven charged in the 'netition of the rourth

and first that it was not liVed.up to in every oarticulnr by the

Federal Reserve Danl.; of Atlahte..

It is true that the Fourth and First comniains (Which

particular complaint will be hereinafter fully considered) that

the tcruip, of the repurchase agrcolnent were, with respect to certain

of the bondp covered thereby, drLtically an-)lied, but no comlaint

is made that the contract itself was not fully complied with by th-

Federcl Deserve Bulk.

Under the terms of the repurchase agreement all questions

of contract charges were eliminated, because the yield on the bonds
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automatically took care of any returns received by the Federal

Reserve Rank of Atlanta under the agreement.

Any controversy Which might have existed prior to the execu,-

tion of said repurchase agreement wz- s terminated by that contract,
and the officers of the Fourth and First National Bank elmressed

themselves as being very grateful to us on entering into the

contract. Any interest drain on the Fourth aha First was checked
thereby. The agreement put into effect a plan of salvation, which,

In this case, actually aaved.

5hort1y after the repurchase agreement was executed the

market value of Liberty Bonds began to rise. 1.hen the bonds reached

a figure at which they could readily be disposed of at Or above

the contract figure (that is, the figure at which they had been

acquired by the Reserve Rank from the Fourth and First and resold

to the latter), the Federal Reserve Bank properly took the position

that the repurchase agreement had served its pur-)ose and that the

long standing obligations of the Fourth and First should at last

liquidated. Accordingly, under the terms of the contract, the

Reserve Bank exercised its option to call for the payment of the

remaining unpaid purchase price of the bonds. The call, however,

was not preemntory. The aorernor of the Reserve Dank suggested a

sale of the bonds by the Fourth and First in the early part of

November, 1021. It was not until the followim December that the

sixty days notice was given un3.er the contract, and then every op—

portunity was extended to the Fourth and First to sell the bonds in

an orderly way without dumping the same on the market at one time.

rt was not until February 1922 that the lapt of the bonds
were taken up by the Fourth and First, or sold by it.

It is well to bear in mind, that under the contract the
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Federal Reserve Bank called for the payment of the unpaid purchase

price due under the repurchase agreement. The Fourth and First re-

soonded by selling at intervals certain of the bonds. The bonds

were sold by the Fourth and First - not by the Federal Reserve Bank.

There is no contention made that any proceeding taken by

the Federal Reserve Bank was inconsistent with the contract of re-

purchase, or violative of any of its nrovisions. As we understand

the etiticn of the Fourth r.nd First the most that it contends is

that the agreement should not have been availed of to bring about a

liquidation of the obligations in January and February, 1922. Let us

inquire for a moment as to whether or not the 7e(ieral Reserve Bank

was harsh in any of its demands.

In Subdivision XVI of the netition is contained the state-

ment that the Fourth and First int,mded to carry these bonds until

the s)ring of 1922, at which ti:le it felt that it could make a large

profit. The complaing is that the action of the Federd Reserve

Bank, in carrying out the contract, prevented the Fourth and First

from realizing that nrofit.

As heretofore stated, the Fourth and First had, for a long

time, consistently absorbed more than its share of credit in the

Reserve Dnnk, attempting to justify that discrimination with the

plea that the bulk of its obligations arose out of its “Goverhment

financing“. Justice to other member banks required eoual accommoda-

tions to all, particularly at a time when the .facilities of the

Federal Reserve Bank were taxed to the utmost.

The repurchase agreement continued in effect this discrim-

ination in favof of the Fourth and First. "hen finally the time ar-

rived when, by an application of the terms of the repurchase agree-
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ment, the Reserve Bank could at last liquidate these obli7ations

uon a basis which would yield to the Fourth ane First at least

the amount of the purchase price, as crIntained in the contract, the

officers of the Reserve Bank could not, in fairness, havo done an 

thingexcept relieve the situation of long standing.

The 'epurchase agreement was made in aid of a definite

plan and purpose. As heretafcre stated, it was not entered into as a

vehicle of s-peculation in order that the Fourth and First might con-

tinue to hold its bonds until such time as it felt it might realize

the maximum of profit. No men could know at the time the Federal

Reserve Bank called for the payment of the unpaid purchase money

that the bonds wculd continue to dhow an increase in manet price.

It was quite possible they might have declimd again in price. About

that time it was believed by marry that a Bonus Bill muld bf, -Passed,

and in sach an event the ciovernment would have been obliged, to issue

bonds Which 7;ould of course reaulted in depreciating the price of

the outstandiligf; bonds. 'hen the bonds reached a figure at which

the obligations of the repurhase agreement could be satisfied by a

sale of the bonds, the officers of the Federal Reserve Bc,r1k of

Atlanta should not have been expected to take the responsibility of

disregarding the opportunity to liquidate the obligation at the

contract figure. Had the bonds reched or passed the contract

figure and then declined below it, the resulting situation would

have been one for Which they would have felt keen regret, and for

which they would have been justly Subject to criticism.

Th repurchase agreement was entered into to get the Fourth

and Trirst out of its "precarious situation!' - not to allow it in

definitely to hold the bonds in anticipation of realizing possible

larger nrofitR.
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The 'otition hints at groat losses to the Pourth anl rir3t
•z-ccount of actionq of Vv.? Federal Reserve Bank, althouab nothing

Inrnect thcreto apjears in the ;L.letition. On 7ebrm.ry

r?,2, how3Ier, MT. Cald7e1/, the )resident of the Fourth & rirst

77rote M stodlcholderq as f7o1lo77s:

tiT9 the Oto1cholcier,3:

/elosed herwith you -ill find a combined statemant of\
condition of the Fourth an First NCtiOnal rank and the
rtrst r,*,avin;3-s 2aa a Trust Com2any, at the close of
business, January 31, 1022.

"The main points to which attention is called is the
increase in surplus of ?2000,000.00, making the
account stand at 11,410,000.'10 and the ecrec.se in Govern-
roent bonds of '8,000,000.00.

"The l''3urth and rirst National Runk has flemonstrc.t d
that patriotism and faith in our Country pays.

"-lien this Country entered the n'ar, the Bank enlisted
7ithout vcsTvation. it consired that it's position
in the banking world called for all the assistmce it
could cive the Goverarent in its financing. It re-
gularly headed the list of subscribers to all offerings
of Liberty and Victo:cy Loan and TreLzury Carttficzltes,
furniOing the Government through these various issues
quite d0,010,000 - far greater per cent of its capital
than any other bank in the United 5tates., At the rime,-
up of theae oaluaigus, it had on Land e7uite 9_3,000,000.00
of Victory and Liberty Donds, 7ihich declined in marl:et
value to about 93 cents on the dollar, creating the
appearance of a very -severe loss. But the Boak's Oanfi-
anCe in ouT Ccuntry caused it not to lose faith in the

securities or L'Lcrifice them, and it has rcovered the
loss, and actual returned a credit to the profit ac.
count of over 1,3009,000.00 f3200900040 thereof blitz
passed to perzi:dcnt curplus, and out of the remi
an extra dividend. of 5,1.: has been declared, as per
notice herewith.

"Yes, ,7:e repeat it, the Fourth and First National Dank
\ has had its patriotism and confidence in the Countyy\ splendidly vindicated."

116\o'ne reading that letter, and kno-:71ng that the fortunate
result depicted therein was posoible only because of the hel of the
Federal Fecerve Pank of Atlanta, would dream that 7thile 7T. Caldwell
was writing the same he felt that his,bank had been the victim of22.
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harsh and unjust treatment at the hands of the Reserve Bank.

In all fairness, we submit that the record contains only a

recital of consideration shown the Yourth and First by the Federal

Reserve Bank of Atlanta; which alone enabled the Nashville Dank to

send its stockholders the above recitel of its achievements.

XV.

This subdivision contains statements which, in effect, wokld

charge the Federal Reserve Dank with refusing to allow the Fourth

and First an indulgence of ten lays after February 2, 1922, in

which to dispose of ::.31,230,000.00 of bonds ;o one of the Farm Loan

Banks. On the face of the petition, it might an2seer that -Mile

in the terms of the contract, the Peserve Bank WWII nevertheless,

Qeren)tcry in its treatment of the Fourth and First.

It is recite0 in the petition that by February 2, 1922, the

Fourth and First had sold all of the bonds except 2.,200,000; that

on February 2, 1922, it wrote to the Federal Reserve Bank stating

these facts and sayihg tlit it had made arrangenentd to dispose of

0.,200,00 uf bonds to take effPet on February 10,1022, and asking

for a few days beyond February 10th, in wich to close the transaction,

that on February 3rd, the Federal Reserve Bank wrote, declining to

give this additional time and demanding nayment in full on I'ebruary

3rd, stating that the notice to sell was given as of December 5,1921,

and exnired February 3, 1022. The facts in the case, however, in no

way bear out that chkage of incomiderate treatment.

Mr. Caldwellts letter of February 2, 1922 is substantially

as stated in the petition. Governor 7e11bornts reply thereto is as

follows:

"—e are in receipt of yours of February 2nd with reference
to the remaining S1,200,000 of Third Liberty Loan Bonds
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covered by your agrement to repurchase. -Te had noted the
gradual manner in Which you disposed of the Fourth Liberty
Loan Bonds covered by the same agreement, as well as some
that were pledged as collateral to your direct note borrow=
ings, and it was gratifying to note the statement made in
the circular sent to your stockholders February let that
you had not only recovered the loss, but actually returned
a credit to profit account of over ',:;300,000.

"You are incorrect in that our notice for the termina,
tion of the agreement expires on the 12th instant; the
sixty days notice was given you as of December 5, 1021, and
therefore expires today. Letter making formal demand was
mailed in due course and should be in your hands today.

"In view of the fact that all of the Fourth Liberty
Bonds covered by the agreement have been repurchased, and
you state you have made an a7crangement for carrying the
'41,00,000 of Thirds, to become effective February 10th,
while we cannot extend the repurchase agreement  we are 
willing to  make you a fifteen day loan against the bonds 
as collateral, and thus provide you with funds to make the 
repurchase. II your new arrangethñfThecomes operative
76truary 10th, makint it possible for you to anticipate the .
note, we shall, of course, be clad to rebate the unearned
discount. The unpaid 7urchase "-;rice on the said 31,240,000.
of Thirds is 1.1190,40° plus accrued interest to date of pay=
ment. The note should be made for the latter amount, and
provision made in your resrve account for the charge
covering the accrued inteet."

lir. Caldwell acknowledged receiPt of this letter under date

of February 4, 1922, as follows:

TI am in receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant, and
note your Suggestion that it will be agreeable to transfer
the .::1,200,400 U.S. Bonds, remaining under the repurchase
arrangement, into the bills payable account."

It should be noticed particularly that While Governor

Wellborn did not feel that he would be justified in varying the terms

of an express contract, he did unconditionally affer, on behalf of

the Reserve 7,ank, to put the Fourth and First in funds with which to

comply with the terms of the repurchc.se agreement, his exact lam-

guage being "we are willing to make you a fifteen day loan P7ainst
the bonds as collateral, and thus nrovide you with funds to
make the repurchase."

It sUbsePuently developed 
that the sixty :lay period did not
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expire on February 3r0, as stated in Mr. 7ellbornIs letter, but

upon February 10t1). On February 6th Yr. L. C. Adelson, Denuty

Governor, advised :7r. Cald-lell, President, of the mistake which had

been made in dates, and confirmed his telegram in a letter as follows:

"In the absence of Governor -rellborn, I acknowled - e re-ceint of your letter of February 4th in response to his
communication of the 3rd instant, relating to the 31,200,0100.of Liberty Ponds remainincr under your reparchFse ap:r,,ement.

"I confirm telerrams sent you this morning advising thatyou are correct in that the sixty days notice will expireon February 10th; it was my error in informing the Governorthat February 3rd was the expiration date.

"As stated in the telegram, it will be entirely agreeablefor the repurchase to be made by February 10th. If your agree-ment, as set forth in your letter of February 2nd, to care forthe matter has not reached its conclusion by the 10th, it willbe satisfactory for you to provide for the repurchase pricethrough a loan transaction; we, of course, rebating the un-
earned discount, if the paper is taken un before maturity.

"Regretting any annoyance occasioned you be the erroneousstatement as to the expiration date, we are."

It should be noted that Mr. Adelson reiterates the offer

on the part of the Federal Reserve Bank to provide funds for the

repurchase through a loan transaction.

On February 10th, the Federal ReTerve Bank of Atlanta, was

advised through its Nashville Branch to charge the account of the

Fourth and First National with the balance due on their Liberty Bond

repurchase agreement, wiring the amount of the charge, and directing

the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta to hold the bonds in safekeeping

for the account of the Fourth and First.

It aPpears, therefore, unmistakably from the written re-

cord that the Federal Reserve Rank of Atlanta did not dompel the

Fourth and First to force the bonds on the market in any drastic

manner, but on the contrary, offered to provide all funds necessary

to prevent any hardship in the premises.
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7e lay parAmular stress on this answer to the charges con-

tained in subdivision XV of the Petition, because said subdivision

-.14- sets out the only specific statement of which on its face might

apparently be a lack of consideration on the 'art of the Reserve Pank.

Although we believe we have in this answer entirely refused the charges of

any inconsiderate treatmant, we cannot foreiro the Query: 'That has this

matter to do with a demand for a rebate of interest charged and col-

lected prior to the execution of the repurchase agreement?

Attention is again directed to the fact that the specific

demand of the Fourth and First is for a debate or refund of allepmd

excess interest which it says was charged in Pursuant to the terms

-0» of a contract. After a close study of the --)etition, we are still

unenlightened as to when this contract was entered into and as to its

terms and provisions,

are perfectly confident that the Fourth and First has no

legal claim of any kind or character against this Bank. 77e are

equally confident that no unbiased mind can, on a review of the facts,

reach the conclusion that the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta has

been in any m-y or to any extent guilty of oppressive or unfair

dealing with the Fourth and First.

':7e conclude, therefore, that we have breached no "contract",

either express or im,)lied, with the Fourth and First - certainly no

"contract" pursuant to which that institution could exoect to accuire

and hold a very large amount of Government securities yielding in

excess of four per cent financed without limitation upon loans at a

rate less than the yield.
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All that is herein contained is said in a spirit of

kindness and friendship and with deen res)ect for the Fourth and

First and its officers.

7e regret the fact thit any misunderstanding has arisen

between this bank and one of its hirly eteemed members. We trust

that this statement of the viewpoint of the Federal Reserve Bank

of Atlanta will disabuse the minds of the officers of the Fourth

and First of what we believe to be an unsound concention of the

liability of this bank in the nremiscs; nor do we believe that the

Fourth and First National Bank has any just or reasonable claim

ag,inst our bank. It seems nerfectly evident that if the Fourth

and First sustained any loss on its Liberty Bond transactions it

was mrely in that it did not realize therefrom the maximum of

possible nrofit. If the Fourth and First lost any money it was

certainly not the only bank or individual sustaining loss on

Liberty Bond purchases. Surely the Federal Reserve Bank of

AtLta should not be held responsible to every one who sold bonds

at less than ear, or who borrowed money on the secutity of

Liberty Bonds at a rate hirhtr than the bond yield. nany thousands

of bond buyers sustained such losses -- reasonably taking the

view that it was their contribution to —inning the "7ar.

Respectfully,

FEDERAL RESERVE BAU7 OF ATLANTA

By 
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rk D A

IN Tnn MATTEF OF CLAV
OF THE PrUtTH Ant) FipT
NATIONAL BOW or NATAVILLX
ACAIMIT THE FFMHAL flRVI!
DAM: Or ATLArTR.

frit!

MIFTT117) Or EX cIrSiiTI.Trr
CHAU D AnATIOT TD PAT I) TY
TRE mum AND MIT ntilmna,
RAVI or CATiFYM LT11nTY nprnn,
TR'S AmmT F1017.10, vocr
Bum APITSAIMATELY $235,00.00

w‘",-- Thin mr•morr.nda is to tt!' filrl
with brief of the rnurth end rtrp.t N8tionn1 Pznk
aettinr forth in detfql rerons fer mekin7 maid
claim mid rnply of the Federal Ponemve Pa'0 17(."

paymnnt for future rerenne 1-1 the of—
ficinle of the ';lourth nnd First national rank or
othern who It-my be interested in the facto of thin
male.
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MEMORA 7TDA 

IN THE !IAM7R OF MT. CL4/n
OF THT MURTH AID FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF tunrvILLE
AGUNST THE FEDERAL RtSEBVE
BANK OF ATLANTA.

FOB

RETUND OF MIMS INT7P7"ST
CHAP() AGAINST AND I'm BY

FOUPTP AND PIPIT NATIONAL
BANK OM OAHRYING LIBNRTYTnx AMOUNT OF EXOET3 CHABOT
BEING APPROXI1AT7LY 235,000.00.

!ore thnJ1 to years have pased since tbinclaim of the Fourth r.nd First National Panic forrefund by the Feral eserve nank of Atlanta of1235,000.00 exce intereet on Liberty 7onds andactually lost by the Fourth and First rntionelBPI* becruse of the unotinted co-operation givento the ,A,tlanta Bank and the U. 2. Treasury De-pr_rtment in all way financing operations, wps sub-mitted. to the Atlanta rank.

FeviewinR this matter as a Thole and in de-tail from every angle in calm p-rspective, whichtwo years time will enable any one to do, we prestill just rs firmly conVinced of the justice ofthis claim as we were when it wvs first presented;and, we til1. feel that the treatment we receivednt the bandn of the acid Tenerve Bank can not bethought of nn hnvinr any relation whatever tofair play or fair trentment when the nervice rpn-dered during the trying rPr finPnPin7 period isplaced in full view.
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One Sixth of all the war financing in the 
state of Tenneseee: 

Such is the record of the Fourth and First
Bank - a record which no other bank in America of
the same resources, yea, serveral times its re-
sources, can show, yet this Bank  was called 'mon
to pay over to the Federal Reserve rnnk . 235,000,
excess interest and said sum still remains in the
coffers of that bank.

Public service has been the policy of the .
fourth and First Bank for so many years that it
is one of its most treasured principles or tradi-
tions. Its officers have always believed that
this policy would in the end bring prosperity
to the bank. .ith a background of the highest
standards of public service, the officers of the
Bel*, at the beginning of the T:iorld Wer, felt
that no greater service could be rendered than by
elpcing with reasonable safeguards the resources
of the bank at the disposT11 of OUT Government. To
have lost this war with Germany meant, as they ear
the situation, to render these same resourcoe
impotent.

AW furthermore, the officiels of the Bank
were fully aware of the renresentetitons of the
Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve Poerd
at Washington and the Federal Reserve PPIlk of
Atlanta as to how they would stand back of the
banks, and so it wps the most natural and reneon,
able thing for them to feel assured thet then the
emergency of war had passed that these same a7enein.s
of our Government would stand ready to save this
and other banks from servere losses; and more ex-
pecielly, if such banks were =king every possible.
effort to hold said war bonds until the market
would permit sale of these securities without loss.
Reviewing thepromises made us, the failure of the
above agencies in this matter was the zravest pos-
sible violation of e;ood f‘.1.(trt 4.nd business condi-
dence.
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The reply of the Federnl :eserve Rank was
evidently written by a lawyer, who, like many of
his profession, finds it is impossible to remove
a matter of this character from the precedure of
the Court room. The war was on and so intent
were our officials on winning it that they did not
feel that in dealing with our Government, that it
was necessary to hedge on each transaction with
contracts and agreements as though they would
probably come to litirratioh. Letters, telegrams and
telephone messages were ouite sufficient to convince
us that we would not suffer loss.

The subtle reply of the Reserve Bank might
convince one who is net familiar step by step
with the war finsnce operations of the, Fourth and
First Rank. To a man or body of men whs knew
nothing of the strain and hazard of providing
one—sixth of n11 the war funds of Tennessee, the
explanations of said Reserve Bank might sound
platsible, but to the officials of this Bank, who
remember most vividly to this good day, both the
pressure and the flattery of the officials of the
Reserve Bank, their reply lacks every element of
strength.

row, this claim was not set up, as we say,
with the lessa aspects of the epee in mind at all,
hut,cs we review all the circumstances surround—
ing the transaction, the moral obligation of the
Reserve BEnh attends out so boldly that its identity
cannot be mistaken, So intent were the officials
of the Fourth and First upon meetinp: all the de—
mands the Reserve pank (our oriinsl brief shftws
that we were in constant readiness at all times)
and vcere so confident that our Pederal Government
through its es:ency, to—Tit, the Dmserve Bank of
Atlanta, sould not adopt s policy that would cause
cruel losses, that we did not deem it necessary to
watch ench transectior as though it slight ultimately
bring* ltination. e could not conceive that bhis
agency of the Covernment would deal with us ass one
bank with another of one business firm with another,
whereby iron—clad contracts were of necessity
drawn up.

PACE 3
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It mould be most interesting reEding forthe directors of the Atlanta Bank to review someof the circulars sent to the member banks duringthe war urging that bonds be bought "till it hurts".There circulars or bulletins are too fresh inthe minds of the Banks and the rublic as well tobe forgotten even at this date.

It rould also be well, for some of the offi-cials of the Atlanta. Bsnk to refresh their memoriesas to some of the written statements they made tothe Fourth and rirst Bank rhen said bank was sosorely needed to put the Sixth District 'Inver theTong.

The Fourth and First Pnnk dealt directly withthe Federal Reserve Pank rhich wrls the fiscs1agent of the 11. 3. Treasury in this district !Indwe, of course, felt that said. Reserve Tlank wnctnot only clothed with authority to speak for itrIplf
but also for the Treasury. It wps plfAirres of snidReserve Rank re relied on and it is in thpir
vaults that out losses remain in form of Trrofitqto this day.

It does see.ft that if the proner rerresen-tation of our case had been mpde to the Secretaryof tb Treasury, and the Federal Peserve poard
by th -3 c.fficiLls of the Federal leserve penk thatthese said officials in Washin7ton under the cir-
cumstances, would have approved of rid. ncrve
Ilank carrying these securities at a rate tht would
have saired this loss for under administration Hon. Tm.
C. VcAdoo, 3eorctnt;y of the Treasury and }on.
7. P. G. 7arding, Governor of the Federal Reserve
Board member Banks were improtuned and urged to
subscribe for, and to ura.e their customers to sub-
scribe for, the various issues of Liberty and Vic-
tory bonds, and as an inducement msde discount
rates tl)erefor which would protect bnnks against
loss j.n carrying them. )To one will dispute
this fact.

Page 4.
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In his report to Congress in January, 1920
(which Mr. Herding stated he wrote) he explains
that it was necessary to use the resources of the
membar banks as thAre was not enouc,11 money tn the
hands of the public to take up so vast amount of
bonds, and that it was necessary to make a re-
discount rate so as to avoid causing a loss to
said banks, as an inducement for them to go into
the arrangement.

In the statement of the Peserve Bank special
emphasis is placed upon (1) the purchase of bond
in the open market and (7,1) a certain Tri!opounda
letter sent out by the Fourth and First National
Rank and (3) the great and unusual fnvors extended
to the 72shville Prnk by the Atlanta pank.

THE OP IT ILTIKET TIZAII3ACTI ON.

In the brief of the Reserve pank the efforts
of the Fourt17. and First to male large profits from
its 1,17,4111nn of Liberty ponds is constantly re-
ferred to. Iorrh!)ro in the statement of the :Fourth
and First sank, or in any other correspondence, or
by verbal state!rlent on the part of any of the
officials is there an intimation of any intention
to make 4 profit, unless one would con;;true the
effort to recoup some of the losses nlready caused
by VIA Liberty holHinirs as an effort to ma'se
a profit. With all the facts before them, as well
as an intimate knorlerlge of each transaction, it
is inconceivable where the idea of the wMa-ximum
profit" could have originated.

PAGE 5
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ro officitll of thin rPnk hd nny idpn of
speculntion thene t,tx illion dollnrs of bonls
wpro boix+t in the 6pen mtrkt. As we hnve rerent-
edly ststed, these bonck? -ere owht to help recoup
the terrific losses Plrendy suntt!ined, as WPV made
plrin incur brief.

It must bp ke7t in mini thvt the bondc
were bolOjt in April, 1919, prinr to the Victory
Loan, and the lartre offerinp!o Of Trenpliry rertifi-
ob.tea. Thee bonds were bought li.hen the Unitrl
9tnten Covirrnment hEW pructically n6 friendo in the
open rrit, an0 nt a time which we oraculntefl
help the future financirr which rns to (OnIP in the
next few veeks. The banks of the country, which
c!ctually mnde 11P1Tr profits, vere those which did
not 'but till it hurt :t prtr during moll drivn,
but w6ited till the ,2',717 finmoin7 over, PAM
bouht in the ol2en market nt n.nd nround e5, nnd
lilueh of these purchnmer:, ich proved to be very,
v,try profitable, cre bein7 enrried by the redrel
relerve -4*.nks of the country Olen the rourth nnd
Yirr;t wns brtn. preprr.;d to aell outlithcl pettle up.
Tt munt be kept In mind thrt it Itmo * ve4ry differ-
pnt mntter to purchpne bons in the on mnr'Aet
in july nnci ,4017ust of l91,, thnn in April, 111P.
r.',:*elbornle letter it July, 111, An rerre.re! to

the rederpl 7'.efterve Pvnk cerryinFr oren rverl:et run-
chnsEt, rns proper for th,t -:Priod, but no lettnr
lir7P neenery to keep inlio-ltor,,,; out of the open
mnrket in April. 1Dtrt 'fli it, remrq,7, only
endenvorinr to rrevent lope; but wl7rt the red—
era 7,7terve nlYnk of Atlnntn doinr7 nt t1-11!t tiT.e -
a that Vt19 not orrnnired to mnkn !noney whpt
Cid it (IN t wnx irmkinr inoney beironrafhe• dreams
of mmrIce.• ro such rrofitperinf - no such usurioun
rptfls of interet hnve been seen on this continent
as wae practiced by it - rte n on OovPrnment ronets
rLt 6% and rvtes for envnereirol puper 17.s dirtp-untin17- .
by hiFh /51; W. It eo:3Pst thrrefore rith ppor ree
from them to refer to our fort p to mIke .1!.o'flts
which profitn ere an n.ctual loss of 0
the rnuTth end rirnt, whinh 'mount to 'till rethibing,
in the coff6rii of the Federal Keserve of Atlz;nta,
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Te aFain state, with all the emphasis at ourcommand, that this loss was not an anticipated profit,nor a fictitious loss, but a reel one — a cash loss —and it is a matter of simple bookkeeping to ascertain
the truth of this statement, which can be established
by any competent auditor.

It surely is remembered by the officials of
the Reserve Bank that in the winter of 1919-20 the
Fourth and First had some fourteen million dollars
borrowed on its Liberty Bond holdings and when the
Repurchase Agreement was made in the spring of 1921
these holdings had been reduced to less then eight
millions dollars; with the excess interest ollsrged
the bank during that period a reduction of our
holdings., of over six million dollers; it must be
plain to anyone that we had a loss of around.
500,000. The market quotations of the period nre
easily available, and they show cleerly tbst at
no tisne could ,theee holdinrs hsve been reduced
without a severe loss.

THAT 'ATTER OF FEBRUARY, 1922.

Great emphasis has been placed upon our letter
of February, 1922, to our stockholders, vhich was
intenacd to restore their nerves after many months
of concern over the lerfee borrowings of the bank,
end to rhich the Atlanta Bank so often refer s and
misintcrerets. This letter did not state that we
had made a large profit out of Liberty ponds. We
had simply recovered part of the terrific loss the
Atlanta rank had caused us, and they knew thest fact
when they were flourishinp; that letter end trvinre
to make it nppear that throush their eoodgrsces
we had made a large profit. Any Banker can easily
picture the state of mind of the stockholders snd
deposit6rs of the Bank which had experienced such
strain for more than two years. Any Banker can
easily visualize how his competitors and business
rivals sould take every possible advantage of this
strained condition as aline of propos7andn to se—
cure new business, and to make some of the best.
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customer of the Pank dissatisfied. Hence it would
be amazing if this Banker did not moire as spbedily
as possible to cure such a condition. The diffi—
culties of the Fourth and First Bank were known
to all of the leading r.prilc.s in the !I_Icth District,
and throughout Tennessee and Kentucky, as rcll ns
in the financial centers of the country. go it
is not surprising that this letter was sent out
just as soon as possible. This letter proved to
be a splendid piece of finkncial psychology, and
had a most salutnry effect upon the depositors
and stockholders of the Bank.

so, as we have already stated, the amount
referred to in that letter is merely a part of the
large losses charged off before that time, which
-:ass caused by the enonious decline in Liberty Ponds,
and interest chars7es in excess of the bond rates.
The real question, then, before us, with or without
regard to this letter -- Did the  Fourth and First
National 7,nnk sustain the t23-5,06(777-177s1W-----

SPECIAL LIDEPALITY ON PART OF THE PEDIRAL

RESERVE EAU.

The reply of the Teserve Bank has much to
say about the netraordinr:ry lenFthsP it went to
to protect and help the Fourth and First Bank, and
that said bank should feel grateful to said Reserve
Bank, etc. An effcrt to show this was set out in a
letter of July 23, 1919, sho7ing the largest loans
made to any one Bank in the sixth W.strict, vix.;

Alabama 2,00O,000. Cteorria
rlorida 2,000,000. Tennessee 14,600,000.
Louisiana 3,40O,000. rississippi aso,000.

Te challenise the esrvo Rank to compsre the war
finance records of each of these Banks with that of
the Fourth and First Bank. This comparison will
disclose that in view of the service rendered and
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the percentage of bonds and treasury certificates
absorbed, that the loan to the Fourth and First
Bank wa, not one whit more liberal than those to
the other Banks, and there was no violation of
Section IV of the Federal Reserve Act, which reads:

"Eaah Federal Reserve Bank shall extend to
each member bank such discounts, advantements
and accommodations as may be safely and reason—
ably made with due regard for the claims and
demands of other member banks."

It has never been denind that the Fourth and
First went to unusual and extreme lengths without
'stint or limit' to help the Reserve Bank "Put the
aixth District over the Top." Any Bark which had
responded so freely to every call for the winning
of the war had ovirey reason to e;:pect special con—
sideration from its Reserve Bank, and even the Fed—
eral Reserve Board at ;E:.shington to have recognized
that the situation of the Fourth and First Bank
was one of the kind of emergencies for which the
Reserve system ms created. Such recognition would
have reassured Us and many other good citizens that
OUT trust in our Government and its agencies had
not been misplaced.

Here is the record of the war Finance operations
of the Fourth and First National Bank.

LIBLATY

0aI61NAL ,X13JO1LAI0liu.

aMHT

First, )1,087,000.00
Second, 2,500,000.00
Third, 3,275,000.00
Deurth, 4,710,000.00
Fifth, 22 5 000.00

1 ,000.00

We purchased from various sources
iiaking total bonds handled,

We sold of the above to customers

Leaving after close of Bond drives
Viz:
second,
Third,
Fourth,
Fifth,

6a.222.2.2221.22_807; 000.00

11,069,000.00

10,187,850.00

734,450.00
1,221,400.00
8,225,500.00

6,500.00
410,187,850.00
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Total Treasury Certificates
Total Bonds
Total amount furnished Government

4r;22,279,500.00
22,807,000.00
50,086,500.00

LIBURTY BOND HOLDING3 FROM 01,03E OF 1910
TO JUNE 1921

Much stress is laid upon the problem ofthe Liberty Bond holdings of the Fourth and First7.3ank at the close of 1919. quotin from the reply)f the Reserve Bank:

"It does appear from the record that althoughthere was no such express agraement or obli-gation the Fedaral eserve Bank did, notwith-standing the constmlt and increasing demandsupon it, carry for the Fourth and First Nat-ional Sank, at a rate of four per cent onaggregate of obligation s:!cured by governmentbonds varying from time to time (in roundfigures) from 3110000,000.00 to over 114,000,000.up to November 10, 1919, t7e1ve months afterthe sisnin of the armistice, and long afterpractically all the other banks in the sixthFederal Reserve District had disposed of allof the bonds subscribed for by them, exceptcuch as they might ha Ve desired to retain forinvestment purooses.

"Liberty Sond holdings presented at the closeof 1'.219 no problem to the Commercial banks."

The fanous circular which read in part "Amaoority of the banks of this district have not sub-scribed to any issue," and the fact that many ofthese banks have not responded very generously withtheir own resouoes to the requests and entreatiesof the Treasury Department and the aeserve Bank makeit perfectly clear why the bond holdings were noproblem to them.

It was quite a simple matter to be "an ac-complished fact" to the commercial banks at theend of 1919, which had bought only such amounts ofthe various issues as could be easily passed on totheir customers. Certainly, Liberty Bond holdingswere no problem to such banks, but one must be simpleminded, indeed, who could not understand why theseholdings were a problem to a bank that had bought
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AIL

one—sixth of all the bonds allocated to the State
of Tennessee.

At what time during ll and 1920 could these
holdings have been liquideted without a loss?

During the spring and summer of 191w there
war bonds were aemy below par — the Fourth issue
averaing about 93.50, and other issues in proportion.
In the fall of that year they still declined, in the
winter of 1920 they ieerc as bad as could be, and
they stayed that way a long time and then got worsex,
Liberties at 82 and Victories at 94.

The contention of the Reserve Bank that six
months after the Victory Loan mis out of the way,
and a year after the armistice, was ample time to
liquidate our holdings does not even bear the earQ
marks of good nonsense. The war was over, Liberty
Bonds were below par, and the saturation point
had long before been reached by the public in this
section. We had already sold to our customers and
the public 'until it hurt!!., and they of course,
would not buy bonds from us at cost when they
could be secured elsewhere at a tiluch lower figure.
Lut when the Fourth and First Bank was assured by
that the Federal Reserve Bank would stand back of
it, and then urging us to go further, the Bank
bought it hurt" and 'carried on' to the end.

'ate construed their assurances just es any business
man would know their meaning to be — until such
time as the bank could liquidate without loss.
Reasonable expectations could not have been con—
strued otherwise, we believed the officials of the
Atlanta Bank told us the truth and we felt that
unqualified cooperation would meet with reasonable
eoop,Bration, which should not have been a 4235,000.
loss.

Under division IV of the reply of the federal
Reserve Bank will be found the following surprising
statement.

"They (The Reserve Bank) desire to state,
however, that at no tlmo, or in any way,
either by letter or verbally, did they encour—
age banks to 1)14 or subscribe for Liberty Bonds
in excess of amounts which the bank felt reason—
ably sure might be passed to the general public."

To this amazing statement, our reply is that
they should review their files at Atlanta, and also
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look thro101 those at Washington. Their memories
would be refreshed by looking through these records
and reading their letters, also some of their cirae-
lars and bulletins. They should by all means read
some of the speeches of the secretary of the Treas-
ury, Hon. wm. G. McAdoo. Special attertion is called
to his speech in rashville, which was referred to
in our brief,

Four days after the Armistice the Reserve
Bank sent out a circular calling attention to the
fact the Government still needed our credit accomo-
dations.

The war being over the officials of the
Fourth and iiirst sank felt that in vier of the large
holdimss of Bonds and Tre9e,ury Oertificates that
further precautions should be taken as is shown by
f3ubjivision VI of our brief. From time to time
we hesitated but were led on by the Reserve Bank.
In a letter on Ilovember it wag; clearly
called to the attention of the Governor of the Re-
serve Bank that 1O o-!ied ;€5,000,000. ;Ind had subscribed
for :6,000,000. more to be settled for when he
wrote us on December l's16 as follows:

1,:;hile the war is practically over, yet it
is going to be necessary to float another
issue of Liberty Bonds, necessitating the
issue of these Treasury Certificates, and we
sinoc:17r?Ay hope that we can count on your
splendid institution to aid us in this
diffieuly, and it is to oe hoped that the
Jovernmett can continue to count on your bank
to aid in the mater of financing for some
time to come, as it is ;,L-oinf?: to be absolutely
necessary,0 etc. etc.

oHsving had years of experience, of course, I
understand what this means to your bank." etc.

What did this letter ratan?

On January 23, ll9 he writes:

"If we could get even iiiiniinum subscriptions
from all the Banks, we would reach OUT quota
with little difficulty.H
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finis Bank has alone up to the present time
subscribed 11,135,000. of the Treasury
Certificates, and I have the feeling that
this is quite as much as should be expected
of us. We have taken 0_1000,000. of every
issue that has been presented.0

On February 3, JeJle, we erote indicating
hesitancy in going any further.

On February 10, 1919 we received a communica—
tion which read:

"although we came near rnching our quota
of subscriptiona to the series of Treasury
Certificates — — — the burden continues to
be carried by a relatively small number of
bails. To those who are giving t'lis appeal
an intelligent and faithful consideration
we are szateful.“ (This shows plainly
the difficulties the Atlanta Bank was having
with its war financinE)"

The reply of the Reserve Bank states:

"Subdivision VI of the petition deals
entirely with certain correspondence between
the Fourth and First und the Federal Reserve
Dank of Atlanta, a large part of which has
reference not to Liberty T-onds, but on an
entirely different thing, towit: Treasury
C,3rtificates. In so far as the correspondence
concerns Treasury elertificates it is, of
course wholly irrelevant.fl
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The Treasury Certificate war financing as effect—
ing this Bank cannot be viewed as an "entirely
different thing-- and wholy irrelevant" because it
has a certain and direct bearing upon our Liberty
Bond holdings and losses. The purnose of our
letter of November 29, la9, was to make tt plain
to the Reserve Brink that we had no hand what we
conceived •to be an overload of Government Bonds.
we could have stopped at this time and used the
resources of the Bank in taking care of the situ—
ation instead of tying them up in other issues of
Certificutes and ponds. 7rom that date forward,
the officials of the Reserve Bank knew the amounts
of these war obligations they held as collateral from
the :fourth end First Bank. The record shows that
we wrote other letters expreseing hesitancy but
wet with the reply to come and subscribe Inore and
help keep up the IrelDutetion of the 3i7th Federal
:leserve District.'

Just here it should be remeZoered that many of the
B:-,nhs of the country quit. some of the large Banks of
this Otate refueed to buy ilreasee.ry certificates. Under
no circuu,stances could they be induced to buy them. Tak—
ing the position that the wel: uas over, and it was not a
good bucil:ess proposition.

These Banks did just what we felt that prudence de—
manded of us as the correspondence ;3c1 plainly shows. These
Benks stopped. We "carried on". These banks got out with—
out loss, and many of them later on made real profits.
But we believed the promises of the Reserve Bank to stand
back of uo was the truth, and iaet every cell, and for our
pains we had the aforesaid loss and the odious charge that
we were trying to matte larEe profits. vie could have stoppdd
immedletely after the Armistice, or in the early part of
1919, en4 workwi out ol the sitdetion without lose.

In all fairness, why ;vas there not the
;1.i.Eijltest suggestion of the large borrowing of the
Fourth and First Bank this period when ve had a
chance to save ourselves? Instead there was praise
and constant appeal to buy, coupled with the assurance
that the Reserve 'flank would stand back of us?

do not see how fair tainded men could
brush aside the help we gave in their difficulties
with Treasury cJertificates with a 'wave of the hand'
as though it had no conneclon with our losses. The
reply of the Reserve Bank fails in every vital
respect to show that there was no line of clemage
between our purchase of Treasury Certificates and
Liberty Bond holdings.
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The officials of the Atlanta Bank knew
what our enormous holdings were (15,700,000) when
on May 1, 1919 we took 2:,000,000. of Victory Bonds,
If they were not going to see us through, why did
they wire us on may 10th, 1919 to subscribe for an
additional ,4250,WC. to enable them to oompbte
their quota? It is obvious that they sorely needed
the help of the Fourth and First Bank, just as it
had been needed in the matter of absorbing indi-
estible que,ntities of Treasury Oertificates, whidd

the Atlanta i3ank itself hard pressed to sell.

We do not lose eight of the fact that the
feregoinis appeel ceme some wee,ks after the much
.ciiscuesed open market purchase. And it should be
noted here, that the Governer of the Reeerve
ELnk did not have anything to say about this
matter until after their ,uota of Victory Bonds
had been ..;ueee3efully dieposed of. His letter to
the President uf the Fourth end first Benk is
quoted in full in the reply of Reeerve Bank. In
part this letter, in a rather moderate my, ex-
pressed doubt as to the advisability of the open
market purchase.

But at the same tiklae and language that will
permit of no misconstruction this letter did say
this:

"I with you to understand that we have
no objection whatever, nor any criticism
to eleLee, with rel,L;ard to carrying for your
bank government securities. ee are all
aware that yeu subecribed very llberaily
in all cempaina, and we are perfectly
ailliag to carry these securities for
you as long as you see it to ofter them
to us. You have done nothing whatever
to disappoint us - on the contrary, you
have done much to please us, and, there-
fore, T very much reret that you feel
as you do in the matter.“

Tmmediately following this leter, we find
a rather labored effort to proge that the Gover-
nor did not say what he said, to-wit:

"Nothing could be plainer than the
fact that the Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta did not agree at any time to
carry at a four per cent rate Liberty
Bonds bought by member banks in attici-
pation of a profit, nor did it agree to
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carry the sane at any other specified
rate, Nothing could be clearer, further-
more, than that no represent:n:1°ns were
ever made by the Federal Reserve Bank
of Atlanta, or by any one in its behalf;
that any Liberty Bonds acquired by banks
would be carried indefinitely at a four
per cent rate.ti

the Governor in his letter, above
quote(, says:

1:vie 0,re perfectly willing to carry these
securities for you as long as you c;ea fit
to offer them to uc,ll

he (lid not agree nor could he have agreed to main-t four per c:;at rte. The 14.e3erve Bvnk didcontinue to carry the bonds at a fouTp(!1* cent
rate for .t•imost six months after the latter nextabove B„it out in lull WC-1 wlitten, and continued
to carry the bond;; after November 1918, although
at hisher rates, until the npurollass agreement
WarS exer;uted, which ae,reement, as will hereinafterbe shown, eliminated all queations of interest
chzgcs.

Yie have already made it plain that at no
time did the Bank buy war bonds in an-cieipation ofprofit but to recoup losses already sutained so,ze will pass on to the real iue in c;uestion,,:hich is, that of carrying our Liberty Bonds atthe bond rate pi interec,t, uutil said bonds couldbe sold without loss. When tha Governor made thestaterilent we are perfectly willing to carry theesecurities for you as ilng as you see fit to offer
thew to uc,n the YederL1 aeserve Tink of AtlantaVS carryinE for the Fourth and First 133111 over
415,003,000 of those said securities at te bond
rate and it had been carrying a goodly portion of
these same holdins without the slighbest question
or hesitation for L lons tine. Every rule of sound
reasoning would show this statement to mean that
the Reserve Bank vJould continue to carry these hold-
in;s at bond rate until they could be liquidated
without lee;.

The reply of the Reserve Bank wholly fails
to show any proof that six months (May 20,1019 to
November 10, 191) had the least semblance whatever
of a reasonable time. It would have been folly to
have disposed of bonds during that period, as we have
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shown in the foregoing, that statement in corrobora—
tion of several prior statements, meant that the Re—
serve Bank would carry these bonds at the Bond rate
until they could be liquidated without unreadonable
loss. Nowhere have we claimed that those bonds
should have been carried for an indefinite time.
OUT contention is that the raising of the rates
violated in every sense the agreement. No device
or invention of the genius of the American banker
can sall a loan quite so loudly or enforce its pay—
ment so harshly as to raise the rate of interest.
It is the most ramshackle contrivance ever devised
for standing back of a bank.

The argument, "while the Governor in his
letter above quoted, says, 'we are perfectly willing
to carry these securities for you as long as you
see fit to offer them to us,' he did not agree
nor could he 1112ve agreed to maintain a four per
cent rate", is obviously defective and evasive but
we hope not purposely. when he was urging us to
buy heavily of the large offerings of the U. S.
Treasury and promising to stand back of the Fourth
and First Bank, if he did not expect to maintain
the bond rate or did not have the authority to
maintain it, he should have said so. No reasonable
interpretation of his statements could have meant
that this rate would be changed.

• It should be further noted that the Governor
of the Reserve Bank did not stop with the Victory
Bond issues and the promise of May 20, 1919, but
on June 28, 1919 urged the Fourth and First Bank to
purchase largely of more Treasury Oertificates
as follows:

"I not only request you to subscribe
largely to these offerings, but 1.1)-e
you to do so, and wish to add that —the
Federal Reserve Bank will take the great—
est pleasure in standing back of you in
carrying these obligations for your bank."

What could the Governor have meant by that
statement? He surely did not mean that the rate would
be raised on our indigested Liberty Bonds.

And still, further, on July 30, 1919 when we
owed the Reserve Bank over $17,000,000. he wrote this:

"In order to confirm what I told Mr.
Webb, I may say that we agreed to assist
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your bank in whatever re-discounts that
are necessary to handle the grain and other
commercial business of your section, in
order for your bank to takecare of the
situation with your customers.8

In consequence of this promise, we had
obligated many needed loans to our customers, but
in a few months the Reserve Bank disregarded this
promise and notified the Fourth and First Bank
that it would not extend further credit. For
the largest National Bank in Tennessee to find
its only avenue of credit closed is about as
alarming situation as any banker could contem-
plate. It is easy to understand why this intol-
erable situation brought about a condition of af-
fairs, which made it necessary to send out a strong
letter on February 1022 to offset some of the hatm
that had been done.

Does the record show that the Fourth and
First National Bank had of its own volition as
lack of precaution and without proper assurances
from the Federal Reserve Bank had gotten itself
into this precarious situation? No, the record is
as plain as the English languae can make it,
that the most primary principles of fair dealing
were violated, by the Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta, when said bank refused to stand back
of us by raising the interest rate and later re-
fusing to permit repurchase agreement remain in
force for at least a year.

The reply of the Atlanta Bank states that
The Fourth and First had gotten itself into thissituation through the undue purchase and continued
holdings of excessive amounts of Liberty Bonds asthough the said Atlanta Bank had no part in cre-
ating this said situation and felt no responsibility
morally or otherwise to remedy it.

Several times in the reply of the Reserve
Bank is the letter of July 20, 1919 of Governor
Welborn to mr. Caldwell, calling attention to
our large bwrrowing and indicating that the rate
would be raised referred to. we can not refrain fromfeeling that this is another example of locking thestable after the horse is stolen. The heavy war
financing was then over and reference to that letter
at that late date as proof that the Fourth and Firsthad been given warning is clearly an evansion and
a poor alibi.
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What a strange contrast is this letter
and those that followed and this reply maw under
consideration to those of December 1918, February,
nay, June and July 1019 when the Reserve Bank was
going to stand back of us.

what a strange contrast is this extract from speech
of Hoy. M. B. Viellborn at Bankers' meeting in Nash-
ville, as reported by Nashville Banner of April 16,
1920:

"It was thoug t when the Federal Reserve System
was established that the currency would contract
and expand in the course of comae roe. It seems
that it is not doing that at the present time.
You must not tax your banks to buy more stocks,
or the banks will have to refuse to lend you. We
are going to put the clamp on the banks. we are
going to establish a rule that when a bank borrows
more than a certain amount as a normal line, we are
going to raise our rate. This progressive raise
will make the 6 per cent rate, look li4e 30 cents.

If we had not put up these rates, there would have
been pandemonium by this time. Unless the Federal
Reserve System controls credit, it will not serve
the purpose it was created for.n

This attitude of the Governor of the Federal Rap
serve Bank had something to do with the difficulties and/
losses of the Fourth & First National Bank. //

We had a right to think that we were deal-
ing with men who could have no possible motive for
misleading us, men whom we trusted and men in whom
we had the greatest confidence, and we felt justified
in having such confidence in them for they were
officers in a great institution in which we were
large stockholders, operating under direct government
supervision. Could we possibly have dreamed that
they did not mean what they had written, or that
they intended to disregard solemn promiscs?
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-411-

10.

THE REPURCHASE AGREEUENT

The Repurchase Agreement was conceived
and initiated by the officials of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Atlanta. They proposed it to
the officials of the Fourth & First National
Bank in joint conference at Nashville as a
remedy for the ills we have just described.
The interest rates on Liberty Bonds that they
were exacting from us in the face of their
agreements and representations to us made their
position untenable — a position that could
not be defended or ju3tified. Something had
to be done — common decency demanded it, so
they offered what promised to be a solution
or remedy in the instrumentality of this said
Repurchase Agreement. The reply of the Reserve
Bank endeavors to show that the only motive was
"in order to aid the Fourth & First and to extri—
cate itself as 'a very precarious situation' en—
tered into the contract referred to in the pe—
tition of the Fourth et First as the 'Repurchase
Agreement1H, which is hardly a half truth.

The outstanding fact is that they were
trying to save themselves from the censure that
was theirs for failure to live up to their own
pledges. They were answering a call of the
first law of nature, and not so much a dis—
interested patriotic desire to serve the Fourtli
& First Bank.

The officials of the Fourth & First Bank,
however, did accept in good faith this said
agreement for it did seen that it would abrogate
the unreasonable losses we had sustained, for
said agreement was to remain in force for
two years if found necessary or desirable. Had
the purposes and spirit of this agreement
been carried out it would have accomplished what it
was intended to do when it was signed, namely,
it would have saved this bank from losses that
were all out of proportion with those of any
other bank in Americo.
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There was, of course, in this contract,
the usual safeguard that is often provided by
the best of bankers - a way of escape in case
of untoward business conditions - but never
enforced except under most unusual circumstances,
we mean the option to call. This option is so
often thro-m in documents, and so very rarely
exercised that it is not strange that our offi-
cials were not impressed by it until it proved
to be the Hjoker” that it was, and furnished
to the Atlanta Bank another very poor excuse for
disregarding its agreements.

The gmercise of the sixty day option to
call by the eserve Bank on December 10, 1921, was
grossly in violation of the spirit and purpose
of the agreement. The calling of this agreement
was the most unreasonable and uncalled for
chapter of the whole transaction from the Armis-
tice to February, 1922. While under the contract
the Atlanta Bank may have had the techhical
right to call the Fourth and First, the act
was in no sense in consonance with the spirit
of the agreement, and its purposes were flagra-
gently violated. To use a trite expression,
this act gilled the goose that would have
laid the golden egg that would have saved
this bank from loss.

We have shown beyond question in Section
XVII of our brief tht on December 10, 1921
there were no untoward business conditions or
even a trend that justified forcing the sale
of these bonds.

The weakness of the contention of the
Reserve Bank that the passage of the Bonds Bill
would demoralize the market for Liberty Bonds is
apparent on its face. This Bonus Bill did not
pass for more than a year later and its passage
did not affect the market so much as to make a
ripple. This particular bill as vetted by
President Harding shortly after its passage
and he was in office in December, 1921, and
he would have exercised the same power had
it passed then, When lae first Bonus Bill was
passed by Congress, and it was not knom, whether
or not President Harding would veto or sign,
the bond market was not even slightly affected.
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The Bonus Bill that was finally passed and hadtheapproval of President Coolidge had no effectwhatever upon the bond market.

This line of reasoning also manifestlyshows lack of confidence in Government bonds,
and also lack of confidence in both the Presi—
dent and the Congress to conserve and maintain
credit and good name of the nation.

The reasoning that the passage of the
Bonus Bill would matertally reduce the price
of Liberty Bonds is as palpably defective as
the other reasons offered by the officials of
the Reserve Bank as an excuse for the termina—
tion of the Repurchase Agreement, which wewill now consider briefly.

"To relieve a situation of long standing,"
This said Repurchase Agreement had not been in
effect but a few days over six months when thecall was made by the Reserve Bank instead of two
years it was to have been in force if necessary.
So, it does not appear from the record that the
situation had been so long standing, especiallywhen said agreement was expected to be in force
two years.

"The Bonds were sold by the Fourth and
First.“ And they also say,t,the call was not
preemptory.0 we were given written notice on
December 10, 1921 to rapurchas e the bonds whichmeant that we would have to sell them. v:e ask
just here, what other course could we have takenbut to have sold the bonds during the sixty days
period of grace? If calling an agreement that
was to have run two years in less than seven
months after its execution is not preeoptory,what is it? They say that this action was notharsh. well, we certainly did not find it verysoothing to have snatched from our very [;rasp
the only opportunity we ever had to have relievedthis Bank of the 4;235,000. loss.

The reply of the Atlanta Bank builds up
a straw man with the false idea that the Fourth
0: First Bank was trying to make large profits,—
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they do not seem to be able to get away from this
most erroneous idea. No action or statementof
ours should give any such impression. It may be
that the officials of the Reserve Bank were deal-
ing in such large and unusual profits themselves,
that they were fearful that we were doing the
same. just here we state again that we were
only trying to work out of this inteolerable situa-
tion without unreasonable loss as we understood
the promises and agreements of the Reserve Bank
to mean. Nothing was further from the motives
of the Fourth & First Rank then to harvest large,
or even small profits from the misfortunes ilnd
perils of our country at war. ;s that _plain?

The contention is made in the reply of the
Reserve Bank that it was borrowing from other
Reserve Banks at 5 1-4, and carrying the bonds of the
Fourth and First at 4-1M thereby sustaining a loss
of 1 1-4/. Now what are the facts? Bonds yielding 4-1/40
and bought at =:,i4.95 will yield to the purchaser quite
4-1/2;!), which is an apparent loss of 1/0. But itihould
be borne in mind that the Atlanta Bank had on deposit
our legal reserve without interest in the sum of
U1,100,000 and which was being loaned to commercial banks
at 612 and upwards. The Fourth and First paid as high
as 10,1, to the Reserve Bank and loaned same to our
customers at 63. Hence, it is easy to see that
the Fourth and First was a vet'y profitable cus-
tomer or met-lber and the Reserve Bank did not lose
thereby, but made very haddsome profits.

We have already shown the urgent necessity
of sending out that letter of February 1, 1922 to
re-establish that confidence and good will that was
justly ours and should have never been jeopardized
because of the cooperation we gave the Reserve Bank,
when said Bank stood in need of our resources.

Refusal of the Reserve Bank to exter.d the
call on the Repurchase Agreement fcr ten days can
not be justified or palliated by an offer to make
us a fifteen day loan with Liberty Bonds as security
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for this loan meant an interest rate of not less
than 570 which would have called for an additional
loss on our bonds. The refusal tc make this ten
day extension shows the squcamish attitude and lack
of cooperation that so patently characterized the
attitude of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta
from August 1910. So arbitrary and exacting
was the Reserve sank he claim llu made that CO
days was up several days earlier than it was in
fact.

The zeal of the officials of 9aidileserve
Bank ie abrogating this said agreetent or contract
brings us to the disagreeable belief that this
covenant was entered into and allowed to remain
in force only so lcnfT, ac it was nIcessary to
lend v. certz..in apoearance of respectability to
their dealins with the Yourth c?,. First Bank, and
when that purpose seemed to be accomplished and
svid oftcials could establish whet thE,y believed
to be vn alibi this saiei a6reement NafL brought to
a swift termination.

Tt should be noted here that soon after we were
sold out, Feb. 10, 1922, the le—discount rate of the
Reserve 'Hank of Atlanta -x7.3 reduced frcol 5% to
there was such a surplus of unused reserves and profits

In the summary of the oriel of the re—
serve livnIs reference is astlin made to the strict
legal construction of this case, as though it
7WAS expected that the matter should have been
0.ispo8ed of at the end of a law suit. The point
of vied of the 1Lwyer who framed their reply must
be so tinctured rith the atmosphere of the
courthouse that 'no eviduntly loses sight of
the mcral aspects of this case, altogether. Be—
tween. institutions of the standing of the Reserve
Bank and the 7:ourth & Fist Bulk ther,3 !3hould be
a code of common ethics that '!Iould recot.7y.ize
the validity of an kireement in form of letters
or telegrams to take place of a closely drawn
contracts and more especially when said agree—
ments dealt with financing a war.

Assuming, however, that the Fourth &
First Bank on account of the techPical leal
phases of this case could not recover this
aforesaid loss from the Reerve Rank, yet said
Reserve nank is clothed with full authority
under the law by its discretionary power to
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reimburse the Fourth 3, First Bank for excess in-
terest charged on Liberty Bonds, we feel that
we have given ample written proof (not hearsay
or word of mouth proci', but wrifton proof)
that said Reserve Bankshould have recognized
that their pledges and agreements demanded the
refund of excess interest charged this bank.

The finL1 statement of the reDly of
the Resrve Bank i8 also out of line with the
question involved: Isurely the Federal ae-
serve ank of Atlanta should not be held re-
sponsible to every pne -who sold bonds zf loss
than par, or who borro.wed money on the 5ecurity
of Liberty Bonds at a rate higher than the bond
yield. :Any tAousands of buyers susta±ned
such osseJ, reasonabli." tukdng tLe vf.e7- that
it ,..01af. their eolltritnition u the winninG of the
wr." licwh:--,y:e can fine,. in our cor2,?spondence
any intinatin or suggestion thikt the losses
of - 11.13 bank were a parallel ca3e to the indi-
viduals c).-L corporation that bought libvsully
of every oZiering of the U. 3. Treaaury. je
fail to sea where adding 42315,000. to lire profits
of the deserve -13,,-Ink of Atlivata ha o any connection
with 1ning tile war.

lajustice will not don!

There is ething in the eternal fitness of things
human or dimine that rill always resent Rn injustice.

.Honorable men can nevr bQ lizado to live content under
in.ju8ticr: they may ve forced fo:e a time to do so
under compulsion. Time will not heal the anguish of
its wolulds, but redre63 cnly can make reparation for
it.

Oareful readinp: of the correspondence between
the Fourth & First and the Reserve Bank of Atlanta,
from the First Liberty Bond drive to the close of all
war financing, does not reveal the slightest suggestion
on the part of or Bank of any idea of profit. ES-
pociraly should the letters of the President of this
Brink and the Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank
from Nov. 29th, 1918, to June 28, 1019, (See Appendix)
be carefully read and considered.

After all the pledges and promises of the Atlanta
Bank, and after said Bank had been given unstinted
cooperation by the Fourth & First Bank, then to have
the charge thrown into our faces that this Bank was
trying to make large profits, is nothing short of
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adding insult to injustice, which we resent beyond
expression. we may be a email voice, but we could '
not maintain our self respect if we did not cry
out azuinst such Elaring injustice.

Yor ii,.stittion of ttu-2 character and stand—
inE, of the Fourth & First National Bonk to be forced
to ilepend upon Ito FederFil Reserve Bi:nk of Atlanta
as its refuge of stfety in time of stress and storm,
is unthinkable, and intlerable, end come way must //
be founi-3 to ):Tmedy such a situation. //

YOUATH ADD FIR3T NATIONAL BANK

(signed) By Jas. :. Caldwell

.PreHident
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PETITION

OI THF,

Fourth and First National Bank of
Nashville

TO THE

Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Georgia

For a Refund of Excess Interest Charged Against and Paid

by the Fourth and First National Bank on Carrying

Liberty Bonds, the Amount of Excess Charge
Being Approximately $235,000.00.

To the Honorable Governor, Chairman and Board of
Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of At-
lanta, Georgia:

Your petitioner, the Fourth and First National
Bank of Nashville, comes and respectfully submits
that the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta is indebted
to it in the sum of approximately two hundred and
thirty-five thousand ($235,000.00) dollars on account
of overcharges of interest made by the Federal Re-
serve Bank against the Pourth and First National
Bank on account of carrying United States Bonds.

As soon as the Board determines the basis upon
which it will allow this claim the exact figures will be
submitted for verification.

A
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The Fourth and First National Bank claims that
the Federal Reserve Bank charged it a total of about
$235,000.00 excess interest on account of carrying
Liberty Bonds over and above the rate at which it
agreed to charge thereon.

The United States declared war against Germany
on April 6, 1917.

The people of the United States are a peace-loving
people and official United States seemed to have de-
termined that this country should not get into the
war. Its army was insignificant as compared with
other large nations and it had made no preparations
for either offensive or defensive warfare. There
were no supplies, no munitions, no arms, so that when
war was declared America was wholly unprepared to
meet its demand.

The American people had become greatly in-
flamed at the actions of Germany in sinking the Lusi-
tania, in using submarines to attack hospital ships
and non-combatant vessels and by Germany's decla-
ration that she had determined to continue the sub-
marine warfare, so that when war was declared the
American people were in the frame of mind to enter
it with their whole resources, both of men and money.

The magnitude of the conflict was such that it
soon became evident not only to the people but to the
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Government officials that all the financial resources

of the country would be demanded to enable America

to do her full part.

The funds in the hands of the Government were

wholly insufficient to meet the enormous expendi-

tures which were immediately called for and it was

evident that the money to carry on the war would

have to be raised by the issuance and sale of Govern-

ment bonds.

Prior to the war the people of the United States

were not bond buyers and the banks were not bond

buyers. It was very rare that a Government bond
was offered as collateral security by customers and
the banks carried practically only what was neces-
sary for their circulation.

Consequently when war was declared and United
States Bonds had to be sold not only by millions but
by billions and tens of billions of dollars, both the
people and the banks had to be educated and induced
to buy thdm.

II

The first Liberty Loan issue was offered May 14,
1917, at 31 per cent to the amount of Two Billion
($2,000,000,000.00) Dollars. This was by far the
largest loan ever offered up to that time by this Gov-
ernment. Money was worth much more. It was
manifest that the banks could not buy these bonds in
large quantities and carry them from their own re-
sources.
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In the beginning of the campaign for placing the
Liberty Bonds there was held in Nashville a meeting
of the bank officials of Middle Tennessee to hear the
Secretary of the Treasury, Hon. W. G. McAdoo.

Mr. McAdoo urged upon the banks the desirabil-
ity of the investments and the importance of their
assistance, pointing out how such'securities could be
carried by the banks with the Federal Reserve Bank
at no loss to the banks.

On April 19, 1917, the Governor of the Federal
Reserve Bank issued a circular to all the banks re-
questing information as to how much of the proposed
war bond issue each bank would take and how much
they estimated their customers would take. .

To this the Fourth and First replied on April 20,
1917, that if the initial issue was One Billion $1.000,-
000,000.00) Dollars, it might take Three Hundred
($300,000.00) Thousand Dollars, and its customers
might take One Hundred Thousand ($100,000.00)
Dollars. If the initial issue was Three Billion it
might take Five Hundred Thousand and its oils-
tomers One Hundred Thousand.

Upon the assurance that the bonds could be car-
ried with the Federal Reserve Bank without loss to
the bank, the Fourth and First subscribed for One
Million One Hundred Thousand ($1,100,000.00) Dol-
lars, more than double the amount it proposed to
take.

These were carried with the Federal Reserve
Bank to the full amount requested by the Fourth and
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First National Bank at the bond. rate and continued

to be so carried at the bond rate as long as the Fourth

and First desired.

The Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board for

the Year 1919.

The condition of the country with reference to

subscribing for the several bond issues and the in-

ability of the banks to purchase and carry them and

the attitude of the Federal Reserve Bank with re-

spect to carrying them without loss, is fully shown by

a report of the Federal Reserve Board dated Wash-

ing-ton, February 2, 1920, being the Sixth Annual

Report of the Federal Reserve Board for the calen-

dar year ending December 31, 1919, from which we

quote as follows:

Page 1 says:

"To the extent however, that what was ac-
complished in saving fell short of actual require-
ment there was a margin of bonds that could not
be paid for immediately out of savings and which
it became necessary for the banks to carry either
directly or indirectly through loans to pur-
chasers. This expansion of bank loans must be
kept in mind in order to understand the situa-
tion. Failure to understand it leads to the im-
pression held by many that Liberty Bonds could
all have been sold to investors had they borne a
high rate of interest. No rate within reason
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could have accomplished this as the investment
funds to absorb these enormous issues in their
entirety simply did not exist.

"In order that the member banks might carry
the burden of undigested Government securities
they were obliged to re-discount to the Federal
Reserve Banks, and in order that such re-dis-
counting should not involve them in heavy loss
it was essential that the re-discounting rate
should be related to the bond rate.

"Distribution of the certificates has been ef-
fected through the Federal Reserve Banks with
the co-operation of the member banks, a vast or-
ganization which cannot be duplicated, the mem-
ber banks buying the certificates in the first in-
stance and then gradually selling them to their
customers.

"This could not have been accomplished if
member banks had not had the assurance that
their investments in certificates could, if neces-
sary, be carried in Federal Reserve Banks with-
out loss. In making rates for rediscounting
loans on Government securities, the policy was to
avoid loss to the banks, which were necessarily
the distributing media."

Your Chairman, Mr. Joseph A. McCord, in his
Annual Report published in the early part of 1920
on p. 10, says:

"In view of the fact that the Commercial
Banks were called upon to make up a full quota
of the district in the sale of Liberty Bonds, Vic-
tory Notes and U. S. Treasury Certificates of In-
debtedness, this naturally encroached upon their
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resources for the handling of their commercial
business. It was, therefore, necessary in many
instances for the Commercial Banks to use the
bonds, notes and certificates issued by the Gov-
ernment and purchased by the banks to build
up their available resources for the handling of
their commercial business. This brought about
the unavoidable result of the banks showing in
their statements of condition more rediscounts
and bills payable than would otherwise have ex-
isted."

Again quoting from the report of the Federal Re-
serve Bank for the year 1919, p. 60, appears the fol-
lowing:

"As has already been pointed out the Federal
Reserve Banks became great bond distributing
organizations; firms and corporations large and
small, men and women in every walk of life were
urged to subscribe for bonds and the credit facil-
ities of the Federal Reserve Banks were placed
at the disposal of member and non-member banks
in order that they might lend freely on bonds
for which the subscribers were unable to pay.
The public was urged to borrow and buy and it
was found after the close of the Victory Loan in
May, 1919, that more than twenty million sub-
scriptions had been received in response to this
appeal."
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Fourth and First National Bank's Subscription
for Liberty Bonds.

Every member of this Board and every bank's,
remembers most vividly what a tremendous propa-
ganda was put on by the United States Treasury and
by the Federal Reserve Banks, urging both the public
and the banks to subscribe for Liberty Bonds.

Every sort of assurance and entreaty was em-
ployed.

The Fourth and First National Bank responded
in a manner indicated by the following figures:

First Liberty Loan—

Your total subscription in Tennes-
nessee   $7,842,000.00

Of which amount the Fourth and
First National Bank took   1,100,000.00
Which was one-seventh.

Second Liberty Loan--

Your total subscription in Ten-
nessee   15,785,000.00

Of which amount the Fourth and
First National Bank took   2,600,000.00
Which was one-sixth.

Third Liberty Loan—

Your total subscription in Ten-
nessee   22,786,000.00

Of which amount thP Fourth and
First National Bank took   3,600,000.00
Which was one-sixth.
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Fourth Liberty Loan---

Your total subscription in Ten-
nessee  

Of which amount the Fourth and
First National Bank took 
Which was one-fifth.

Fifth Liberty Loan—

Your total subscription in Ten-
nessee  

Of which amount the Fourth and
First National Bank took  

Total subscription in Tennessee..  
Total amount subscribed and paid
for by the Fourth and First Na-
tional Bank  
Which was one-sixth.

Total U. S. Treasury Certificates
subscribed to by the Fourth and
First National Bank 

Grand total of securities bought
from and paid for to the Govern-
ment  
Being equal to thirty times the

capital of the bank.

V

37,585,000.00

7,111,000.00

23,550,000.00

2,000,000.00
107,547,000.00

16,410,000.00

16,200,000.00

32,610,000.00

Liberty Bonds Declined and the Public Was Urged to Buy
More Bonds to Average Down the Price.

In the spring of 1920 the Federal Reserve Board
at Atlanta sent the Fourth and First National Bank
with the request that it be inserted as an advertise-
ment the following, with which request the Fourth
and First National Bank complied:
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"AVERAGE YOUR LIBERTY BONDS"

"When an experienced investor finds some of
his favorite securities selling below what he first
bought them for, does he sell the lot and turn to
something else?

"Not at all. He buys as many more as he
can at the lower price, in order to 'average the
cost.'

"He does this, because he always desires the
book values of his securities to be close to the
actual market values, so that if forced to sell at
any time, his loss, if any, will be small.

"The present prices of all issues of Liberty
Bonds offer the most favorable opportunity for
averaging cost. A hundred dollars worth bought
at par, another hundred bought at $91, and you
have two bonds costing only $95.50 each. Long
before maturity date you will be able to sell
either or both at a profit.

"BUY W. S. S."

This is what the Fourth and First National Bank
did in April, 1919, purchasing in the open market
$6,000,000.00 in order to average down the price on
the bonds which it had subscribed for at par from
the Government and which had declined to 95 cents,
and continued to decline until they went down to
81 and 82 cents.

111
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VI

Correspondence Between Federal Reserve Bank and

Fourth and First National Bank.

• The correspondence that passed between the two

banks reflects the understanding and agreement be-

tween them with regard to the basis upon which the

Federal Reserve Bank would carry these Govern-

ment securities for the Fourth and First National

Bank.

On September 28, 1918, you sent out a circular by

the Treasury Certificate Committee, in which it was

stated:

"A majority of the banks in this district have
not subscribed to any issue."

On October 14, 1918, the Federal Reserve Bank

sent us a telegram saying:

"To ielieve you of apprehension concerning
your ability to finance subscriptions, we assure
you we will discount your notes secured by the
Fourth Loan Bonds at 4 per cent, if your rate to
your customers does not exceed 41 per cent."

On November 15, 1918, you sent out a circular
using expressions as follows:

"Your Government needs the credit accom-
modation," etc.

On November 29, 1918, we wrote you stating that
we had something like $6,000,000.00 of bonds yet to
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settle for, and that it would, therefore, be necessary
for us to borrow still further from you, and to this
you answered under date of December 2, 1918, as fol-
lows:

"While the war is practically over, yet it is
going to be necessary to float another issue of
Liberty Bonds, necessitating the issue of these
Treasury Certificates, and we sincerely hope that
we can count on your splendid institution to aid
us in this difficulty, and it is to be hoped that the
Government can continue to count on your bank
to aid in the matter of financing for some time
to come, as it is going to be absolutely neces-
sary," etc., etc. "Having had years of expe-
rience, of course, I understand what this means
to your bank," etc.

On January 28, 1919, you say:

"If we could get even minimum subscriptions
from all of the banks, we would reach our quota
with but little difficulty."

On January 29, 1919, we answered you in these
words:

"This Bank alone has up to the present time
subscribed and paid for $11,135,000.00 of these
Treasury Certificates, and I have the feeling that
this is quite as much as should be expected of
us. We have taken $1,000,000.00 of every issue
that has been presented."

On February 8th, 1919, we wrote, indicating a hesi-
tancy in going any further.
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On February 10, 1919, we received a communica-

lion reading as follows:

"Although we came near to reaching our
quota of subscriptions to the series of Treasury
Certificates . . . the burden continues to be
carried by a relatively small number of banks.
To those who are giving to this appeal an intel-
ligent and faithful consideration, we are very
grateful," etc.

In April, 1919, we purchased $6,000,000.00 Liberty
Bonds in the open market to average up.

In May, 1919, we took $2,000,000.00 of Victory
Bonds, doing so on the first of the month.

On May 10, 1919, you telegraphed, asking us to
subscribe to $250,000.00 more if it was found neces-
sary that we do so to enable you to complete your
quota and we immediately communicated our ap-
proval. •

On May 12, 1919, we received a letter from you
containing the following:

"Expressing my thanks for this further evi-
dence of your patriotic desire to maintain the
reputation of the Sixth Federal Reserve Dis-
trict," etc.

On May 14th, 1919, you wrote, making reference
to our purchase of Liberty Bonds in the open market,
asking our opinion of Section 4 of the Federal Re-
serve Act.
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On May 15, 1919, we answered, expressing surprise
and disappointment, to which you replied, under date
of May 20, 1919:

"I wish you to understand that we have no
objection whatever, nor any criticism to make,
with regard to carrying for your Bank Govern-
ment securities. We are all aware that you sub-
scribed very liberally in all campaigns, ana we
are perfectly willing to carry these securities for
you as long as you see fit to offer them to us. You
have done nothing whatever to disappoint us—
on the contrary, you have done much to please
us, and, therefore, I very much regret that you
feel as you do in the matter."

On June 28, 1919, you wrote the Fourth and First
as follows:

"I not only request you to subscribe largely
to these offerings, but urge upon you to do so,
and wish to add that the Federal Reserve Bank
will take the greatest pleasure in standing back
of you in carrying these obligations for your
bank."

Now, gentlemen, could anything be plainer or
more assuring, and could we possibly have retained a
doubt ? Yet, in July following, Mr. Paul M. War-
burg, and other New York interests, began an agita-
tion for the liquidation of loans secured by Govern-
ment Bonds, and on the 16th day of July we received
a letter from you asking for the liquidation of loans
secured by bonds bought, and this notwithstanding
your declaration made in your letter of May 20th,
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stating that you were "perfectly willing to carry
these securities for you as long as you may see fit
to offer them to us."

On July 21, 1919, we answered at length.

On July 23, 1919, you answered, saying:

"Taking everything into consideration, how-
ever, and the request that we have from time to
time made of you in subscribing to bonds and
Treasury Certificates, we do not ask that you
bring your indebtedness down within a short
time. Permit us to suggest that you gradually

- reduce your indebtedness—say, about one-half
million a month."

We reduced the loan $5,000,000.00 immediately.
Mr. Webb went to Atlanta for conference and re-
ported in writing to Mr. Caldwell on his return that
your officials stated "that we must under no circum-
stances decline to handle the commercial business for
our customers."

On July 30, 1919, this was confirmed in your letter,
as follows:

"In order to confirm what I told Mr. Webb,
I may say that we agreed to assist your Bank
in whatever re-discounts that are necessary to
handle the grain and other commercial business
of your section, in order for your Bank to take
care of the situation with your customers."

The Government and Federal Reserve Banks
having discontinued their efforts, Government Bonds
declined and so continued, making it impossible to
sell except at a great loss.
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On August 9, 1919, you wrote concerning corres-
pondence with regard to raising rates, and you say:

"You must admit that it is necessary for the
member banks to bring about some liquidation of
their loans, especially those who are borrowing
so heavily from the Federal Reserve Bank. As
to how this should be done is the question. I
agree with you that it would be quite hard upon
the banks if we increase our rate in order to
force a liquidation. It may be that this will be
necessary, but as I wrote you in a former letter,
and as stated by Mr. Warburg in his address,
this seems to be the prevailing thought of those
who have expressed themselves upon this matter.

"It appears to me that the next six months
will be probably the most critical period of the
existence of the Federal Reserve System, and it
behooves member banks to bring about some
kind of liquidation. I hardly think this liquida-
tion can take place through the sale of Liberty
Bonds, for the reason that the price has not ad-
vanced sufficiently to enable the banks to get out
without a loss."

On August 18, 1919, in acknowledging receipt of
the pamphlet from Fourth and First Bank, you quot-
ed from the United States Investor on the subject of
"Cutting down the inflation," and you wrote:

"When the Fourth Liberty Loan was offered
by the Government, everybody was encouraged
to borrow, so as to be able to buy Liberty Bonds.
Borrowers were assured that for at least a year
they could count on being carried by the Banks
on such loans. The Banks were able to make this
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pledge, by an understanding with the Federal
Reserve Bank, that it would rediscount such
loans with proper liberality as to rates and for
at least a year. To raise the rate now, and
crowd those who are borrowing on such security',
would be a distinctly improper thing for the
Federal Reserve Banks to do, in the light of this
understanding."

Nothing further was said with regard to cutting
down the loans. So, on December 4, 1919, we wrote
as follows:

"We sent you in, the other day, a subscrip-
tion for $1,000,000.00 Treasury Certificates. It
appeared that we might have a falling off in com-
mercial demand for funds. It now looks differ-
ently, and that we might have to call on you to
carry this through. If, 'therefore, you would
prefer not to do this, then please be so kind as to
cancel the said subscription, and oblige."

On December 5, 1919, you answered, 'writing:

"I have your letter of December 4th, and
note your remarks regarding your subscription
for $1,000,000.00, TT. S. Treasury Certificates of
Indebtedness.

"For your own information, I may say that
it is my opinion, since you paid for the Certifi-
cates by deposit that they will remain with you
fOr quite a while, and consequently our bank
will not be called upon to carry these Certifi-
cates for you—at least I hope not. Anyhow, I

am willing to take a chance on that, and am per-
fectly willing that you let your subscription re-

main as it is."
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We continued to take the offerings of Treasury
Certificates, each time with a memorandom attached
to "take or reject as you preferred."

On February 24, 1920, you brought up the ques-
tion again concerning our indebtedness.

On February 25, 1920, we authorized you to dis-
pose of $3,500,000.00 of Treasury Certificates.

On February 25, 1920, you replied: "There are
very few in the market at the present for Certifi-
cates of Indebtedness."

Rates of Interest Charged by the Federal Reserve Bank
Against the Fourth and First National Bank on

Government Secured Obligations.

The Federal Reserve Bank carrying out in good
faith the agreement and understanding between the
two banks carried all loans of the Fourth and First
secured by Government obligations up to November
10, 1919, at the rate of 4 per cent. This was the bond
rate on the Second Liberty Loan issue and under the
bond rate on all other later issues.

Thus the agreement and understanding made be-
ween the two banks was faithfully and conscienti-

e\usly lived up to and carried by the Federal Reserve
Bank up to November 10, 1919.
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Federal Reserve Bank Raises Rate Over Our Protest.

On November 10, 1919, the Federal Reserve Bank

raised the rate on our notes secured by Government

obligations to   41%

On December 17, 1919, they raised to   4/%

On January 26, 1920, they raised to  

On May 6, 1921, they raised to   6 %

November 2, 1921   51%

December 19, 1921   5 %

March 15, 1922   41%

These rates were raised over our most insistent

and earnest protest we insisting that the Federal Re-

serve Bank had induced us to buy these large

amounts of bonds upon the express agreement that

they would be carried at not exceeding the bond rate,

and that to increase the rate was a breach of the

bank's agreement with us and would cause us a tre-

mendous loss.

IX

Bonds Decline on the Market.

The various issues of Liberty Bonds declined in

price. This decline began about the   day of

  19 . . , and continued until about the

  day of   19. . , when they reached

the lowest prices of approximately 81 cents.

With the large holding that this bank had it is

readily seen that it could not afford to sell the bonds
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at these heavy discounts. The loss which would have
resulted would have been more serious than the bank
could stand.

Having full faith that within a comparatively
short time, a year or two years, the bonds would go
back to their normal and proper value at or above
par, although they were facing a possibility of a
heavy loss, we felt that this would in due season be
overcome and be eliminated.

X

The Demand for Increased Rates Places the Bank
in Critical Situation.

When the Federal Reserve Bank began to in-
crease the rate of interest on the bonds it was carry-
ing for the Fourth and First National Bank, it
placed the bank in a very precarious situation.

When the demand for this increase was made the
bank resisted it, but was met with determined de-
mand that the increased rate must be paid.

The Bank had open three alternatives:

First, to sell its bonds;

Second, to refuse the demand and go into court;
and

Third, to pay the excess interest demanded and
hope for a proper restitution in the future.

Owing to the amount of bonds and the shrinkage
in value the loss incident to selling the bonds would
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have been so great that it would have wiped out our
surplus and heavily impaired our capital. This
course was therefore not to be considered.

Our next alternative was to resist the payment
and go into court. This would mean that the Federal
Reserve Bank -under the note it held would probably
give us a notice that it would sell the bonds. We
would file a bill to enjoin it from the sale and they
would bring a counter action suing the bank for the
amount of its loans then aggregating twelve to fif-
teen millions of dollars.

It is manifest to every thinking man that for a
National Bank to be sued by the Federal Reserve
Bank for ten to fifteen million dollars would bring
such consternation to its depositors that a run upon
the bank would inevitably follow and the doors of
the bank would be closed.

In addition. to this the Federal Reserve Bank offi-
cials and our bank officials all knew that the doors
of credit elsewhere than at the Atlanta Federal Re-
serve Bank were closed to ius. Under the Federal
Reserve Act a member bank can only, borrow the
amount of its capital and surplus from any place
other than the Federal Reserve Bank of its own dis-
trict.

Our capital and surplus was approximately two
million dollars. With the Federal Reserve Bank de-
manding payment of from ten to fifteen million dol-
lars and we being prohibited by law from borrowing
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anywhere else more than two million dollars, it is
manifest that the Federal Reserve Bank had us ab-
solutely in its power.

It was pay the excess interest demanded or close
the doors of the bank.

The third alternative was to pay the excess inter-
est demanded and hope for a future day to come when
with clearer thought and fairer judgment the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank would return to us the amount
thus unjustly taken from us.

Our surplus and undivided profits and our earn-
ing capacity were such that we could stand the loss
of twenty thousand ($20,000.90) dollars per month

. arising from these excessive interest charges and con-
tinue this for 'a practically indefinite time of course,
resulting in a huge loss to the Bank but nevertheless
it could survive.

We believed that within one year or two years
the bonds would go back to par so that we could sell
them and save further loss.

After fully considering the whole situation we
saw that there was no reasonable alternative left to
us but to submit to this unfair and unjust demand to
pay the excess interest which was demanded from us
and bide our time for a reconsideration and a rehear-
ing at the hands of this Board, and a return to us
of the sums thus improperly required from us. So
we paid the excess interest demanded.

The foregoing process continued until the repur-
chase agreement dated the 28th of May, 1921.
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XI

Repurchase Agreement of May 28, 1921.

On the above date after long conference between
the Atlanta Federal Reserve Board and ours in the
Directors' Room at the Fourth and First National
Bank at Nashville in which we submitted the most
earnest protest against the manner in which we had
been treated and against what we claimed and as-
serted was a gross violation of the contract with us
and of good faith between us, the Federal Reserve
Bank entered into a contract of repurchase with the
Fourth and First National Bank.

Under this the Federal Reserve Bank bought
from us one million two hundred thousand of Third
Liberty Bonds and six million seven hundred eighty-
seven thousand, eight hundred fifty dollars ($6,787,-
850.00) of Fourth Liberty Bonds at the price of $7,-
586,061.000, which was at. the rate of 94.95%.

Under this agreement the Federal Reserve Bank
was to carry these bonds for us two years at the bond
rate. It was to receive the interest on the bonds.
We were to pay one tenth of one per cent a month
on the principal.

But the Federal Reserve Bank insisted upon in-
serting a provision that on giving us sixty days'
notice they could require us to repurchase all th

bonds.

The contract further provided that until the pur-

chase price had been repaid or liquidated in full we
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were to furnish the Federal Reserve Bank a margin
of security covering the difference between the ac-
tual value of the bonds which they were carrying for
us and the price at which they took them over.

The details of this contract are set forth therein
and need not be/further referred to here.

Suffice it to say that under this the Federal Re-
serve Bank took over the bonds thus purchased and
we delivered to the Federal Reserve Bank about one-
half million dollars of additional securities to fully
protect it against any possible loss on the repurchase
agreement.

The agreement to carry the bonds for two years
at the bond rate we considered perfectly fair partic-
ularly in view of the fact that the Federal Reserve
Bank was fully protected by this additional collat-
eral.

The provision that the Federal Reserve Bank
could on sixty days' notice demand that we repur-
chase all the bonds was construed by us and we think
at the time by the Federal Reserve Bank to mean
that if the bonds further declined in value so that the
Federal Reserve Bank was in danger of suffering a
loss it could require us on sixty days' notice to re-
purchase all or any part of these bonds.

It certainly never occurred to the Fourth and
First National Bank or its officers who negotiated
this contract that if the bonds began to improve in
value and continue to improve in value that this
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would be a ground and a reason for moving the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank to demand that we repurchase
these bonds.

XII

After this repurchase agreement was executed
May 26, 1921, the bonds soon began to improve in
value as we had anticipated they would and we felt
that within a comparatively short space of time, at
any rate by the spring of 1922, the bonds would reach
a figure where we could sell them and recoup all the
losses we sustained on them.

XIII

Federal Reserve Bank Returns Surplus Collateral.

Within a few months after the repurchase agree-
ment was executed the Federal Reserve Bank volun-
tarily returned to the Fourth and First National
Bank all the collateral which the Fourth and First
had been required to deposit to secure the Federal
Reserve Bank on this repurchase agreement stating
that the bonds had reached such a figure that the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank did not deem the collateral nec-
essary.

The Federal Reserve Bank thus voluntarily re-
turned $570,000.00 of this collateral. (See letter

October 14, 1921, Governor to Fourth and First Na-

tional Bank.)
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This shows that the Federal Reserve Bank con-
sidered the transaction to be a perfectly safe one and
that it was in absolutely no danger of loss there-
under.

The bonds continued to fluctuate, gradually ris-
ing.

XTV

The Federal Reserve Bank Begins Pressing Fourth and First
National Bank to Sell the Bonds Covered

by Repurchase Agreement.

On November 7, 1921, the Governor of the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank wrote to the Fourth and First
Bank that the market on Liberty Bonds was such
that the value thereof was more than the amount of
the repurchase agreement and said:

"How do you feel about closing these out and
canceling your obligations with us, perhaps it
might be well for the sake of the market if and
when you decide to sell to put the bonds on the
market gradually, covering a period of several
weeks for distribution."

To this letter the Fourth and First replied No-
vember 9, 1921, "that in as much as the Fourth and
First have some $375,000.00 charged in the profit and
loss account during the months past we feel that it
would not be unreasonable for us to consider that
feature in selling the bonds. The market 'seems to
be perfectly healthy and natural and from interviews
coming from the Treasury Department and other
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people in position to have sound oninions these bonds
will likely go to par in a very reasonable time. In
the meantime it makes a very profitable transaction
for you and we therefore would prefer not to close
them out at this time and sincerely trust this will be
agreeable to you. . . . The average cost of our
Government Bonds is 98.64 and you may be sure
that when we do begin to put them on the market it
will be done in a gradual way so that no sort of dis,-
turbance will be created."

On November 10, 1921, the Federal Reserve Bank
replied, expressing somewhat surprise and disap-
pointment and urging the Fourth and First to liqui-

date the bonds.

On November 14, 1921, the Fourth and First
wrote the Federal Reserve Bank, trusting that it
would not require the Fourth and First to sell the
bonds, saying:

"By the terms of that agreement it was clear-
ly the understanding that we would have two
years in which to work this thing out, unless
something desperate and unforseen should hap-
pen. Nothing of that sort has happened anl
does not seem likely, on the contrary it is gen-
erally recognized that the bonds are going to
par and over.

"Now get in a good humor and go on and give
us a little chance. While you did nicely by us
last summer we did a splendid service for you
during the trying war times and we have had an
unhappy time for the last two years. There-
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fore, as I say, get in a good humor and have some
compassion on us and give us a chance for re-
covery. We will appreciate it and not forget
it."

On November 15, 1921, the Federal Reserve Bank
replied:

"Since you mentioned the agreement which
your bank made with us perhaps it would be
well for you to reread that paper. You will then
find that the agreement has a termination prior
to two years in case the bonds reach a certain
price. Rather than give you a formal notice of
the termination of the contract I thought that I
was justified in assuming that you would antici-
pate from my former letters such a termination
and that you would take advantage of the pres-
ent price of the bonds," etc., etc.

Note—This letter is in error in saying that the
agreement had a termination prior to two years in
case the bonds reach a certain price. There was no
such provision in the contract.

On November 17,1921, the Fourth and First re-
plied:

!` I thank you very much indeed for your
kind letter of November 15th, wherein I note
that you say the contract provided for a termi-
nation prior to two years in case the bonds reach
a certain price. I have examined the contract
very carefully and do not find any such provi-
sion.

"I do find that you reserve the right' to call
the loan whenever you please but we presumed,
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of course, that this was intended as a precau-
tionary measure in case of some unforseen ca-
lamity or pending disaster, but as nothing of
that sort is pending or seems likely we have pre-
sumed that you meant to give us a fair chance
during the period of two years."

The letter then refers to the fact that the entire

Board of Directors of the Fourth and First National

Bank had read and considered all the correspondence

upon this question and were giving thereto its very

best judgment.

On November 30, 1921, the Federal Reserve Bank

wrote again, urging the Fourth and First to liquidate

the bonds.

On December 1, 1921, the Fourth and First wrote

that the Executive Committee of the Fourth and

First were of the opinion that it should begin sell-

ing these bonds after the first of January, 1922, "and

sincerely trusting that this will be satisfactory."

XV

Federal Reserve Bank Gives Formal Sixty-Day Notice De-

manding that the Fourth and First Pay $7,538,133.90,

Plus Accrued Interest to the Date of Pay-

ment in Repurchase of Bonds.

On December 10, 1921, the Federal Reserve Bank

gave the Fourth and First formal demand to pay

within sixty days from December 12, 1921, $7,538,-

133.90, plus accrued interest to the date of payment
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being the full amount due for the purchase of all
the bonds which the Federal Reserve Bank had pur-
chased from the Fourth and First

Pursuant to this notice the Fourth and First
Bank immediately began selling the bonds as fast
as it could without precipitating too many upon the
market.

By February 2, 1922, it had sold all of them ex-
cept $1,200,000.00.

On February 2, 1922, it wrote to the Federal Re-
serve Bank, stating these facts and saying that it
had made an arrangement with the Farm Loan Bank
to handle $1,000,000.00 (One Million) of the bonds
to take effect February 10, 1922, and that the Fourth
and First would redeem the balance and asking a
few days beyond February 10th to get this transac-
tion closed with the Federal Farm Loan Bank.

On February 3rd, the Federal Reserve Bank
wrote, declining to give this additional time and de-
manding the payment of the full "sum due on Febru-
ary 2, 1922, saying that the notice was given as of
December 5, 1921, and expired February 3, 1922, and
that letter making formal demand was made in due
course and should be in the Fourth and First Bank's
hands on February 3, 1922.

On February 3, 1922, the Federal Reserve Bank
made formal demand upon the Fourth and First to
forthwith pay the entire balance due, One Million
Two Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000.00) Dollars,
plus accrued interest to date.
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It was apparent to the Fourth and First that this
was an error as to date. Accordingly on February
4, 1922, immediately upon receiving the letter atten-
tion was called to this error and the mistake was cor-
rected by the Federal Reserve Bank.

The result was that the Fourth and First was
compelled to force the bonds on the market and sell
them all out which it did and met its obligation be-
fore the day it fell due.

XVI

The Forced Sale of These Securities Caused a Loss to Fourth
and First National Bank of About $300,000.00.

The Fourth and First National Bank intended to
carry these bonds until the spring of 1922. The bonds
reached par before that time and if it had been per-
mitted to carry them they could have been sold at
par.

As it was they were sold at very materially under
that figure under the forced order of the Federal
Reserve Bank.

The Bonds had actually cost the bank about 98.64.
Very few of them brought that figure. Within three
months after they were sold they were par and the
bank could have recouped all its losses even includ-
ing the excess interest charge, but it was not permit-
ted to do so.
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XVII

Unreasonableness and Injustice of Forcing this Sale.

No just reason existed for giving us this peremp-
tory notice and forcing the sale of these bonds at this
time. The loan itself was absolutely good and safe,
so safe indeed that the Federal Reserve Bank had
returned to us $570,000.00 of collateral which we had
placed with it to secure the transaction and which
it deemed was excessive and unnecessary.

The improvement in the price of the bonds had
brought them to a figure above that at which the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank had taken them over as shown by
the letter of the Federal Reserve Bank to us of Oc-
tober 14, 1921.

If further collateral had been desired the Fourth
and First Bank was ready to furnish it to whatever
extent was necessary or asked.

The condition of the country greatly improved
during the year 1921 and the condition of the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank had also greatly improved during
that period.

Report of the Federal Reserve Banks for 1921
at p. 581, shows:

That the Atlanta Bank's condition improved
from December 21, 1920, to December 31, .1921:
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Its ratio of reserves to deposits and
Federal Reserve Note liabilities
combined on December 31, 1920,
was   41.4

December 31, 1921, was   43.3
Federal Reserve Notes in actual cir-

culation December 31, 1920  $173,000,000.00
December 31, 1921   121,000,000.00

Bills discounted, secured by Govern-
ment obligations December 31, 1920 61,000,000.00
December 31, 1921   24,000,000.00

Bills bought in open market—

December 31, 1920   3,571,000.00
December 31, 1921   3,686,000.00

Capital and surplus—

December 31, 1920:

Capital   4,053,000.00
Surplus   8,343,000.00

December 31, 1921:

Capital   4,189,000.00
Surplus   D,114,000.00

Showing that the bank made a profit
during 1921   $771,000.00
or about 19%.

And between January 1 and February 8, 1922,
the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank's percentage of
reserve increased to 58.3%.

All this shows that there was nothing in the con-
dition of finances of the Federal Reserve Bank that
called upon it for the enforced liquidation of this

contract.
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The Federal Reserve Bank of course, knew that
as heretofore stated the doors of credit were closed
to us by law except for very limited amounts and
when they made the demand upon us to pay $7,538,-
133.90 plus accrued interest, they knew that this
forced us to sell the bonds; that we had no alterna-
tive.

Just why these extreme and harsh measures were
resorted to with this bank has always been a matter
beyond our powers of comprehension.

During the war period this bank did more to aid
the Government in war financing and did more to aid
the Federal Reserve Bank in carrying its share of
war financing than any other institution in this Fed-
eral District.

We also call attention to the fact that during
the years 1918 to 1922, the Fourth and First National
Bank paid in interest to the Federal Reserve Bank
at Atlanta the total sum of One Million Eight Hun-
dred Twenty Thousand One Hundred Fifty Dollars
and Forty One Cents ($1,820,150.41).

What more profitable customer did the Federal
Reserve Bank have than this

And on the very day that the Federal Reserve
Bank demanded that we forthwith pay the remain-
ing One Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars
($1,200,000.00) of this repurchase agreement, the
Fourth and First Bank had to its credit on open ac-
count upon which it was receiving no interest, with
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the Federal Reserve Bank more than One Million
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,100,000.00) in
cash.

XVIII

Reason Urged by Federal Reserve Bank.

In the letter of the Federal Reserve Bank to the
Fourth and First of date NovellTher 30, 1921, the
Federal Reserve Bank says:

"You must bear in mind that we are still redis-
counting with other Federal Reserve Banks at
the rate of 53 per cent while we are carrying
your bonds at 4.1 per cent, thereby sustaining a
loss of I j per cent on every transaction." See
letter of November 30, 1921.

This reason might seem plausible but upon a mo-
ment's consideration it will appear not to be so.

All banks at times borrow money or rediscount
paper and the fact that they do so is no excuse for
raising the rate on their borrowers or calling their
borrowers.

When the Federal Reserve Bank made this repur-
chase agreement it knew that it would probably for
short periods during the two years, rediscount paper
and probably at a rate above 41 per cent, so that
nothing had occurred that was not fully anticipated.

But a more conclusive answer is that the whole
profits of all the banks in the Federal Reserve Sys-
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tern go to the United States Treasury, it is imma-
terial which member makes the profit, it all goes to
the same place after allowing a small percentage
dividend on the stock of the member banks, con-
sequently if the Atlanta bank paid 51 per cent rate
on rediscounts to some other Federal Reserve Bank
for example, Boston, the Boston bank paid the profit
including that excess to the United States Treasury
and nothing was lost by the Treasury by reason of
the transaction.

Besides this, when the Federal Reserve Bank
forced us to sell this Eight Million of Bonds it there-
after lost the total income of said Eight Million of
bonds amounting to more than Three Hundred
Twenty Thousand ($320,000.00) Dollars a year.

XIX

Power of Federal Reserve Banks.

When the Federal Reserve Law was being dis-
cussed and before it was enacted we were of opinion
that the idea of the Federal Reserve Bank which
could issue notes and loan to member banks upon
good collateral any amount that might be required
to meet the demands of either trade or of its deposi-
tors, was the greatest idea for the safe guarding of
the banking business that had ever been conceived by
the mind of man.
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The great difficulty in banking had been that de-
positors might call for their money more rapidly than

the bank could liquidate its loans.

The bank must keep the money loaned out or

the expense account will eat it up.

If the depositors demand the bank must pay in-
stantly. Under the Federal Reserve Bank System
any member bank with good paper can obtain all the
money needed upon a moment's notice, runs are prac-
tically impossible, they can never close the bank.

But with this tremendous power for goOd these
banks have an equal power for harm. Under the
Federal Reserve Law every National Bank is com-
pelled to become a member of the Federal Reserve
Bank, to take a certain amount of stock, to transact
its business with the Federal Reserve Bank and it is
prohibited from borrowing from outside sources be-
yond certain very limited quantities. It must do this
or surrender its Charter.

A Federal Reserve Bank's proper function and
its normal function is to aid the member bank, to
help it, to save it and not to destroy it.

In the present case this bank was twice put in the
attitude of being compelled to submit to the unjust
demands of the Federal Reserve Bank .or close its
doors, there was no other option.

It submitted, it met every obligation, it has dis-
charged the last penny it owed that bank.
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Now it comes and says that the treatment it re-

ceived was unjust, it was unfair, it was in breach of

our contract and of the understanding between us

and it was a violation of the good faith which must

exist between institutions that do business so largely

and so closely together.

The facts are, that the Federal Reserve Bank

recognized that it was very dependent upon the

Fourth and First National Bank to aid it in carrying

through its part of the Government's war finance, in

which it took great pride, and showed much anxiety

and concern. It importuned and urged us repeatedly

to subscribe to the various issues, and whenever we

showed any uneasiness or hesitancy about going so

strong, it urged and entreated, and gave every sort

of assurance and written statements that it would

carry those securities for us as long as Aye should see
fit to offer them. If that meant\ anything- --if flie
words and promises of men can be relied upon, what
did that promise and those other urgings mean, if
not that the securities would be carried, yes, carried
through to a successful conclusion, and at the rate
of discount made as an inducement for us to go into
the arrangement?

If the words and acts of men are to count for any-
thing, and if there is to be any such thing as honor-
able dealings between individuals and institutions,
then restitution must be made in this case.

The correspondence confirms these statements in
every detail.
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We sincerely trust that you will settle this mat-

ter, and thereby remove the very unpleasant condi-

tion now existing, and make it unnecessary for us

to press our claim any further, or appeal to other

tribunals for satisfaction, for you must see that as
matters now stand, it is impossible for us to remain
passive, and our duty will compel us to take further
action if you refuse. Indeed, the treatment we have
received is so galling that unless justice is done us, it

will be intolerable for us to remain a member of your
bank.

Respect ul y mitted,

FOURTH AND ONAL BANK.

Counsel.

resident.
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